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SECTION i
INTRODUCTION
I. i OBJECTIVE OF REPORT
The objen_v_____ of the GEOS A Re o_,_.... Test _v_"-_*___ Report
is to critique and document the performance of the readiness test
operations, enumerate and discuss operations that require improve-
ment and to make recommendations for improving _h_ _ns operations
and future readiness tests. This report consists of six sections,
one for each of the five tests conducted, and one for the overall
summary and recommendations. Each of the five report sections
contains an introduction, test objective, test operations, test
results and recommendations where applicable.
1.2 OBJECTIVE OF GEOS A
In order to fully appreciate the need for the Readiness Tests
some background in the National Geodetic Satellite Program is de-
sirable to help comprehend the magnitude of the system involved.
The objectives of the National Geodetic Satellite Program, which
are also the objectives of GEOS A, are listed below to provide the
reader with the general program concepts.
a. Connect geodetic datums to establish one world datum and
adjust all local datums to the common center-of-mass of the earth
so that positions of geodetic control stations will have a relative
accuracy of +i0 meters or better in an earth center-of-mass coor-
dinate system.
b. Define the structure of the earth's gravitational field
to 5 parts in i00,000,000, and refine the locations and magnitudes
of large gravity anomalies.
c. Improve positional accuracies of satellite tracking sites,
and calibrate tracking equipment.
±-I
Id. Compare and correlate results obtained from the instru-
mentation and techniques used in order to determine the most accu-
rate and reliable systems.
!
!
!
!
e. Make generally available geodetic data obtained, includ-
ing results of analyses indicating its significance.
The fulfillment of these objectives requires a large complex
network of participants on a global basis. These prospective Geo-
detic Earth Orbiting Satellite (GEOS) participants consist of exist-
ing network groups currently operating as independent networks as
well as participants on an individual basis.
I
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i. 3 OBJECTIVE OF THE READINESS TESTS
The GEOS A Mission will be a highly complex operation involv-
ing precise spacecraft scheduling operations and large numbers of
ground observers. In order to efficiently carry out the GEOS ob-
jectives for this complex operation, the various networks and in-
dependent participants require some means of communicating with
the operation's focal point at the Geodetic Operations Control
Center (GOCC). They also require a general understanding of the
GEOS data, as well as their required support as a participant. In
addition, the operating centers should have an opportunity to
"debug" their operations prior to the operational phase of the
geodetic mission, and to firm up the operational aspects of the
program.
Therefore, Readiness Tests were conducted before and after
launch of the GEOS spacecraft to provide operational experience
and evaluation of various mission-related operations and systems.
The tests were conducted primarily to check out operating proce-
dures and data formats, and thus to demonstrate the readiness of
the control centers and supporting stations to carry out the GEOS
Mission. Therefore, the principal objectives of these Readiness
Tests were as follows:
1-2
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a. Checkout the existence and acceptability of communications
to each participant.
b. Evaluate the acceptability of GEOS prediction formats to
the communications facilities.
c. Provide participants with sample GEOS optical prediction
data, Mutual Visibility Events (MVE) Lists and operational and ob-
servational report formats.
d. Check optical participants station operations _11_--__'_=_±_s
by providing test operations with the GEOS spacecraft.
e. Operational checkout of the GEOS MVE program.
f. Operational checkout of the Applied Physics Laboratory
(APL) injection tape program and spacecraft injection operation.
g. Operational checkout of the GOCC.
h. Checkout and evaluation of the ROSMAN station as a backup
injection station.
The Readiness Tests were conducted from the GOCC during the
period from approximately 26 September to 23 December, 1965, and
consisted essentially of five tests as follows:
a.
b.
C.
International Participants Readiness Test
Optical Predictions Teletype Simulation
Simulated MVE Lists Distribution
d. Optical Operational Readiness Test
e. ROSMAN Backup Injection Station Test
The Readiness Tests, other than those under c and e, were
exclusively for optical tracking participants as the GEOS optical
system was somewhat unique to most optical tracking participants.
The electronic tracking participants, i.e., Doppler, SECOR, Mini-
track, and RARR, were not tested since they consisted of existing
operational networks that would support GEOS in much the same man-
ner that they supported other spacecraft.
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SECTION 2
SUMMARY
I
!
!
I
2. i SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The Readiness Tests s_bsta_iated the need for pr_ o_tzona_
coordination and proved to be effective in exercising the various
communication links, mission related systems and operational pro-
cedures. It is not possible to evaluate all the benefits derived
from the tests. However, the following were the major accomplish-
ments of the tests:
I
I
I
I
I
a. Demonstrated the GOCC operational readiness prior to
actual operations and provided a proving ground for operational
procedures and personnel training.
b. Verified communications access to each of the participat-
ing distribution points, resolved the list of distribution centers
and confirmed operational data dissemination procedures.
c. Provided operational checkout of spacecraft flashing light
systems and ground station photographic systems by providing flash-
ing light observations for each optical participant.
d. Provided an opportunity to check MVE listings and predic-
tion formats as well as provided principal observers with sample
data.
e. Demonstrated satisfactory operation of the spacecraft
memory and other subsystems associated with the flashing lights.
f. Demonstrated spacecraft injection capability from the
ROSMAN station.
g. Exposed network distribution centers and optical observers
to operational conditions prior to actual operations.
2-1
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2.2 CONCLUSIONS
The Readiness Tests proved particularly beneficial in exercis-
ing the complex GEOS support network facilities before actual
geodetic operations commenced. It thus provided operational
practice and identified and corrected numerous minor conflicts and
incompatibilities in data formats and operations.
The most significant single benefit of the tests was the
opportunity for final deve]o_r__ent and testing of the control
center operational procedures. The second major benefit was the
verification of communications access to each of the participating
distribution points and subsequent modification of data formats
to be compatible with the various communications facilities used
in the program.
2.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
Future geodetic satellite projects should require less
readiness testing than GEOS A since the major operational facil-
ities, such as the GOCC and APL/SCC, are now operational. In
addition, many of the current GEOS A observers will also support
subsequent geodetic satellite projects.
However, new observers brought into the program should be
given prelaunch readiness tests. All observers should also be
provided with an operational test with the spacecraft immediately
after launch, but prior to its being declared operational. The
following are recommendations for such readiness testing.
a. Optical observers new to the geodetic program should be
given tests similar to those outlined in Sections 3, 4, and 5 of
this report.
b. Electronic observers new to the program should also be
given readiness tests similar to those in Sections 3, 4, and 5.
c. Prelaunch tests should be initiated at least two months
in advance of the launch to allow ample time for clarification of
any problem areas.
I
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d. The control centers should revise operational procedures
to reflect new program requirements.
e. An operational readiness test utilizing all spacecraft
optical and electronic systems and all ground station optical
and electronic tracking systems should be performed shortly after
launch similar to that test outlined in Section 6. Such testing
should include all observers regardless of whether they have a
current operational system or not. In addition, such tests should
include a section on test operations analysis and show how the
test data is to be analyzed and utilized in improving operations.
23
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SECTION 3
READINESS TESTS FOR INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPANTS
I
!
!
3.1 INTRODUCTION
A test was conducted with the International Participants to
familiarize them with the various GEOS MVE computer listings, MVE
teletype prediction formats, the operational and observational
report procedures and to obtain inputs for the MVE program.
I
i
I
I
I
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3.2 TEST OBJECTIVE
The objective of this test was essentially four-fold:
a. Furnish the International Participants with sample GEOS
data and details on the operational and observational report re-
quirements of a GEOS participant for their review to determine
their degree of participation.
b. Determine what International Participants could partici-
pate in the program.
c. Obtain current information on International Participants
tracking systems and station coordinates.
d. Determine data distribution requirements for International
Participants.
Appendix A is a copy of the Readiness Test that was distri-
buted to the International Participants listed in Paragraph 3.3.1.
3.3 TEST OPERATIONS
The Readiness Test as given in Appendix A was distributed by
the GOCC to each of the International Participants listed in
Paragraph 3.3.1. Each participant was requested to review each
of the formats to familiarize himself with the data and to evalu-
ate it for his particular operations and needs. Comments and
3-1
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questions were solicited with queries to be directed to the GOCC.
The following paragraphs describe briefly the main contents of the
test.
I
I
I
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3.3.1 Test Participants
Colonel Kelsey, Directorate of Military Survey, United Kingdom,
was contacted and he furnished a list of International Participants
he considered to be interested in the geodetic program. The Readi-
ness Test was mailed to each of these participants listed below on
September 26 and 27, 1965.
I
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3.3.1.i
a.
International Participants Receivin6 Readiness Test
Acaddimician Y. Vaisala
Turku, Finland
b. Monsieur P. Mueller
Meudon, France
c. Direktor Karminsky
Bochum, Germany
d. Professor Dr. M. Kneisel
Munchen, Germany
e. Direktor Dr. Aing H. Knorr
Frankfort, Germany
f. Professor Dr. Ing Marzahan
Berlin, Germany
g. Dr. Weber
Braunschweig, Germany
h. Direktor Dr. Strohmeier
Bamberg, Germany
i. Dr. G. Veis
Athens, Greece
j. Professor G. Bruins
Delft_ Netherlands
k. Professor Dr. Lars Asplund
Fack, Vallingby, Sweden
3-2
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i. Professor Dr. M. Schurer
Berne, Switzerland
m. Royal Observatory
Edinburgh, Scotland, U.K.
n. J. Hewitt Esq, Royal Radar Establishment
Ma!verm, Worchester, U.K.
o. Professor P. Melchior
Brussels, Belgium
p D__ _ _ ^__
Copenhagen, Denmark
q. Professor T. J. Kukkamaki
Helsinki, Finland
r. Professor A. Marussi
Trieste, Italy
3.3.1.2 List of Additional Recipients
In addition, copies of the Test were also sent to the follow-
ing for information purposes.
a. General R. C. A. Edge
Chessington, Surrey, U.K.
b. D. E. Smith, Esq.
Radio Space Research Station
Slough, Bucks, U.K.
c. Directorate of Military Survey (Colonel Kelsey)
Feltham, Middlesex, U.K.
I
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3.3.2 Mutual Visibility Event Computer Listings
The Readiness Test for International Participants included
samples of each type of data the International Participants
would receive on a regularly-scheduled basis (weekly) as a par-
ticipant in the geodetic program. Electronic data was not
included as there was no known or anticipated need for it by
these participants• An explanation was provided for each MVE
Computer List explaining each list, the frequency of its delivery,
the period covered by the list and, where necessary, an explanation
of data contained in the list.
The following sample lists were included in the Test:
a. Mutual Visibility Events List
b. Mutual Visibiliby Events Condensed List
c. Network Ordered Mutual Visibility Events List
d. History Tape List
e. Tracking Complement List
3.3.3 Flash Schedule Predictions
I
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At the time this Readiness Test was conducted, the Radio
Space Research Station, Slough, Bucks, England was to receive GEOS
orbital parameters by teletype from the GOCC and generate Inter-
national Participants' station predictions and transmit them by
teletype to the respective stations. On this basis, sample Time
Ordered MVE GEOS Predictions were provided in the tests rather
than Station-0rdered Predictions. It was indicated, however,
that if requested, Station-0rdered Predictions containing azimuth,
elevation, local hour angle, and declination could be provided
for individual stations.
The following predictions were explained giving the frequency
of distribution, period covered, prediction data format, and
included a sample teletype formatted prediction:
a. International Participants Operational Mutual Visibility
GEOS Prediction (Time Ordered).
b. International Participants Long Range Mutual Visibility
GEOS Prediction (Time Ordered).
j _-
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3-3.% Operational Reports
The various operational reports were discussed, outlining the
participant's responsibility for providing the required data neces-
sary for continuing the GEOS mission in the best interests of all
geodetic participants and mission objectives. The means for a
participant to request particular periods of mutually visible
events, and the report to be published by the GOCC on a monthly
basis to inform participants of the mission status were also dis-
cussed along with sample formats. The following operational
reports were discussed:
Weekly Field Station Optical Reporta .
b.
C.
Monthly Station Status Report
Mutual Visibility Event Request
d. GEOS New Letter Report
3.3.5 Observational Reports
In addition to the various operational reports required, the
observational report format for the precision reduced optical
data was included. The format for the reduced data was given as
well as the frequency (two months from the observation) and the
mailing address of the Geodetic Satellites Data Service to which
it was to be sent.
3.3.6 Trackin_ Complement
The Tracking Complement List, the listing of all GEOS partic-
ipants and equipments, was described. Each participant was
requested to review the list and provide corrections if required.
I
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3.4 TEST _s0_ws
3.4.1 Anticipated Results
It was desired that each recipient would respond to this
Readiness Test and indicate whether he could supply the necessary
operational and observational data, what lists he did or did not
wish to receive, and provide any necessary corrections to the
Tracking Complement List.
3.4.2 Actual Results
In actuality, response from the participants was not as good
as expected, so that little additional information was obtained
regarding the MVE data distribution. It was considered that some
benefit was derived from the exercise_ since some of the data was
undoubtedly read by the participants, providing them a better
understanding of the GEOS mission and of the prediction's data and
report requirements. The exercise did, however, produce a small
amount of data regarding corrections to the tracking complement.
3.5 TEST FOLLOWUP
After the Readiness Tests were conducted with the Inter-
national Participants_ the type of MVE GEOS predictions for the
International Participants was changed from a single time ordered
prediction to individual station predictions for each of the
supporting International Participants.
The distribution list for International Participants was
modified slightly from a new listing provided by Colonel Kelsey
of the Radio Space Research Station.
3-6
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OPTICAL PREDICTION SIMULATION TEST
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The Optical Prediction Simulation consisted of simulated MVE
GEOS teletype predictions prepared by the GSFC Data Systems Divi-
sion in the proper format for each of the GEOS supporting networks.
The predictions, which were on five-level teletype tape, were
transmitted to each GEOS participating network served by some form
of teletype communications facility.
I
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4.2 TEST OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this test were as follows:
a. Verify the type and effectiveness of communications
facilities to each of the distribution centers for optical data.
b. Determine the speed with which the predictions could be
disseminated to the participants.
c. Determine if the data formats were acceptable to intra-
network unique teletype machine function requirements, and eval-
uate the formats for suitability and for accurate data transfer.
d. Familiarize the GEOS optical station participants with
the GEOS prediction data formats.
e. Provide the GOCC with experience in distributing the
data and provide opportunity to develop handling and distribution
procedures prior to beginning of actual operations.
4.3 PRE-TEST ACTIVITY
Prior to the actual simulation test a number of preliminary
checks on the data were made to assure that the teletype formats
were valid for all facilities involved. In running these
)l 7
preliminary checks a number of format and machine function prob-
lems were detected and corrected prior to the actual network
tests.
4.4 TEST OPERATIONS
I
I
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The simulated predictions were prepared on five-level tele-
type paper tape by the GSFC Data Systems Division. In so doing,
the teletype formatting program for preparing the prediction
data on teletype tape from magnetic tape was also checked out.
A number of minor formatting and unique network teletype machine
function problems were detected resulting in modifications to
the formatting program.
The GOCC was the focal point of these tests, initiating the
test predictions to the participants utilizing all communications
facilities available for its use (see Table 4-1).
4.4.1 Type of Predictions
The following types of teletype data were generated for this
test:
a. Operation Mutual Visibility Predictions for GEOS
b. Long Range Mutual Visibility Predictions for GEOS
c. APL Light Flash Request (APL only)
It had been planned to also simulate Plate Reduction Pre-
dictions but the MVE program for generating the plate reduction
data was not completed in time to produce these predictions for
the test to be of any significant value.
I
I
I
4.4.2 Test Participants
The APL Light Flash Request was transmitted only to the
Applied Physics Laboratory over the private wire teletype
facility between the GOCC and the APL/SCC.
JJ
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TABLE 4-1. GEOS A TTY PREDICTION SIMULATION (Sheet i of 2)
WURBER
I
2 1022 IFTMYR
3 1024 iOOMER
4 1025 IQUITO
'5 1026 ILIMAP
6 1028 ISATAG
7 1030 IMOJAV
8 lO31 1JOBUR
9 1032 INEWFL
I0 1033 ICOLEG
II lO34 IGFORK
12 1035 IWNKFL
13 1036 1EDINB
14 1037 ICOLBA
15 1039 IBERMD
16 1040 IFURI0
17 1042 IROSMA
18 1043 1GSFCP
19 1050 GODLAS
20 I0_5 IDENVR
21 1071" IJUM24
1072 IJUM40
23 1073 IJUPC I
24 1074 1JUBCh
25 30_
26 3401 BEDFRD
27 3400 USAFAC
STATION TYPE PREDICTION II. DATE
STATION II_- DATE I STATION
NUMbeR FICATION OPER. L.R. P.R. TRANSMITTED I RECEIVED
1021 IBPOIN X X i0/II I0/II
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
LASER
>
o
Z
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
LASER
xI-
_P
N/A
N/A
N/A
1o/9 Io/9
lO/9 lO/9
10/7
IO/8
lO/7
lO/8
lO/'7
lO/8
10/3
lO/8
lO/8
lO/g
10/8
10/8
lO/16
1 o/7
lO/8
1o/7
1o/8
10/7
10/8
iO/9
1 o/8
to/8
lO/,a
lO/8
10/8
10/21
TRANSM.ISSI 0/_
Mnn_
NASCON
TTY
TWX
NASCOM
TTY
TELEX
REMARKS
Rece I red
oveI"
Weekend
lO/8 lO/8 NASCOM
TTY
lO/lO lO/lO COURIER
ii
10/8 10/8 TW_
io/i3 io/13 " All
lO/13 lO/13 " to
10/13 10/13 " auplter
10/13 10/13 " iFlorlda
io/9
io/Q
io/9
10/9
10/9
io/io
DOD_'rY Hanscom
Field
Bedford
II O
"n'--J
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 4-1. GEOS A TTY PREDICTION SIMULATION (Sheet 2 of 2)
ITEM
NUMBER
28
29
3o
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4o
41
42
43
4a
4_
46
47
48
49
5o
51
52
I STATION
I STATION IDI_ITI-NUMBER FICA ON
3400 USAFAC
3413 SLh13X
3417 RB417X
_42o S_42OX
3421 HC_4EST
3422 GRNVI_E
3423 SAVANX
3424 COLDLX
*All
SAO
Stas
8001 _._NCHN
8002 BOCHUM
8003 BERLIN
8004 BRNSCH
8OO5 FKFURT
8006 BAMBRG
8007 TUORLA
8008 UPPALA
8009 DELFTH
8010 ZIMW_D
8011 M AL_N
8012 MEUDON
8013 ROYOBS
- - TRIEST
-- SWEDEN
8014 ATHENS
TYPE PREDICTION
OPER. L.R. P.R.
- - X N/A
X N/A
x N/A
X N/A
X X N/A
X X N/A
X X N/A
X X N/A
x N/A
X N/A
X N/A
X N/A
x N/A
X N/A
X N/A
X N/A
X N/A
X N/A
DATE
TRANSMITTED
DATE
STATION
BI_,CEIVED
T_NSMISSION
MODE
lO/12 IO/1_ DODTTY
10/12 10/14 "
10/12 10/14 "
io/i2 lO/14 "
10/12 10¢14 "
10/12 10/14 "
10/12 10/14 "
1o/12 lO/14 "
IO/IOlO/lO N_OM
lO/7 10/11 NASCOM
TTY to
RSRS
10/7 ** "
10/7 ** "
10/7 10/14 "
I0/7 I0/II "
10/7 10/18 "
10/7 I0/I0 "
10/7 ** "
10/7 i0/Ii "
X N/A 10/7
X N/A
X N/A
X N/A
X N/A
10/10-
17
lO/11
X N/A
x N/A
10/7 "
10/7 i0/II "
10/7 ** "
10/7 10/14 "
10/7 10/14 "
10/7 10/14 "
* No data on how SAO transmitted this data to their stations and when received by their stations.
** One operation predict transmitted to RSIRS (LCHT) for relaying to International Participants.
Have no check that these were sent by RSRS (LCHT).
N/A Not Applicable
All m_aZ
to 1381at
F. E.
Warren
AFB.
Some
Data
Garbled
All SAO
Station
Predlc-
tlone
_rans-
mltted to
SAO Cab.
_alled
RSRS
No Reply
No Reply
Rai led
1_ RBR8
No Reply
Nailed
.
.
_alled
N
I
I
l! J4-4
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The Operational and Long Range Predictions were transmitted
to the distribution centers and to individual participants, as
shown in Table 4-1. Appendix B is a sample of the GEOS simulation
prediction and its directive message that was sent out to the
optical participants for this test.
4.4.3 Test Results
The Optical Prediction Simulation Test proved to be very
beneficial in preparing those involved for actual operations.
There were essentially two types of results gleaned from the
tests; namely, primary and secondary. The primary results
required immediate resolution to complete the tests and the
secondary results indicated a change or need for some additional
activity.
%.4.3.1 Primary Results
I
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4.4.3.1.1 Accuracy of Predictions Delivered
With the exception of the USAF stations all predictions
were delivered over the available communications links with a
minimum of errors. The USAF predictions were received with
several garbled sections. This problem was due partly to a
broken prediction tape and to an apparent bad communications
link at the time of the test as subsequent operational predic-
tions have been made with no problems.
4.4.3.1.2 Prediction Data Formats
The tests clearly indicated the need for two minor changes
in the prediction formats which were made shortly after the
tests. These were as follows:
a. All data columns require filling in to the left with
zeros when numbers are not needed so the recipient can tell if a
number is dropped during transmission.
I
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b. An end of prediction designation and line count was
required so that the recipient could verify that a complete pre-
diction had been received.
4.4.3.1.3 Prediction Delivery Times
With the exception of a few of the International Participants
(see Table 4-1), all other participants received the predictions
in an acceptable time period (within six days from the trans-
mitted date) for a normal type operation. Predictions for the
International Participants were sent by teletype to the Radio
Space Research Station at Datchet, England and were mailed from
there. However, lengthy delays were encountered after mailing.
To alleviate the time problem with the International partic-
ipants, the GOZC is currently mailing the predictions directly to
the International Participants as well as transmitting them by
teletype to the Radio Space Research Station for mail forwarding.
The results of this are not available at this time. Also, the
time schedule for generating the predictions is being moved ahead
one week which should give the necessary additional time for
delivering the predictions via mail from either the GSFC or the
Radio Space Research Station.
I
I
I
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_.4.3.1.4 APL Light Flash Request Simulation
As a result of the simulation test it was determined that
the Light Flash Request could be transmitted to the APL over the
private wire teletype circuit without error. As a result, this
data is now transmitted over the teletype circuit rather than
hand-carried by courier as had been originally planned.
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The format for the Light Flash Request was modified slightly
to correct a minor error and to add a missing machine function.
The data received by the APL was verified and simulated injection
tapes produced.
_._.3.2 Secondary Results - Teletype ....._±_ibution Procedures
In distributing the simulated teletype predictions it became
apparent that a standard distribution list was needed as a work-
ing document for the GOCC to distribute the predictions to the
proper agencies and stations on a continuing basis. Appendix C
is a revised copy of the "Geodetic Operations Control Center
,TGEOS A Observational Prediction Distribution and Procedures
prepared for this purpose. In addition a prediction log sheet
was implemented by the GOCC to record delivery of all predictions.
I
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4.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
With the exception of the delivery to the International
Participants, delivery of optical predictions has become a fairly
routine operation.
An alternate method of delivery to the International Partic-
ipants would be arranging for delivery of the data by commercial
teletype (TELEX) to those participants that either have or can
get TELEX service. The NASA communications switching center
at the Electra House in London, England_ was contacted and
indicated it could handle the GEOS prediction traffic. TELEX rates
from the United States are about $3.00 per minute. However, from
England the rate is only about $0.20 per minute; thus, the cost
would not be too great since full period NASA teletype circuits
are available to the Electra House.
It is recommended that if the predictions cannot be mailed
early enough to reach these participants, the feasibility of using
TELEX from London should be investigated.
4-7
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The following is a list of TELEX numbers supplied by the
Radio Space Research Station for some of the International Partici-
They are listed below for future reference:pants.
a.
b.
C.
d .
e.
0bservatoire de Meudon (MEUDON)
Haute Provence (HAUTEP)
Sternwarte der Stadt Bochum
(BOCm_)
Delft, Netherlands (DELFTH)
f. Uppsala, Sweden (UPPALA)
g. Berne, Switzerland (ZIMWLD)
TELEX 27912 Paris
TELEX 27912 Paris
TELEX 0825694
TELEX 31448 Library
Technological
University, Delft
TELEX 7424 Geodetiska
_s
TELEX 32150 Astronomisches
Institut
4-8
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SECTION 5
SIMULATED MVE LIST DISTRIBUTION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In addition to the teletype distribution test, an initial
distribution of the principal MVE lists containing simulated GEOS
data was made to the Principal Investigators and to the major
distribution centers.
5 .2 OBJECTIVE
The principal objective of this test was to provide the
principal GEOS participants with an estimate of the amount and type
of data they would be receiving during the geodetic mission so
they could %ecome familiar with the data and resolve any questions
before operations began. Secondary objectives of the test were
to provide a "shakedown" check lot the MVE program and for _he
GOCC operation in preparing the data for shipment; for detecting
the problems and delays in shipping and delivery; and for obtaining
updated information on station coordinates.
5 .3 SIMULATED MVE LISTS
The following MVE lists were generated using nominal GEOS
parameters and orbital data:
a. List #I - Mutual Visibility Events List
b. List #2 - Mutual Visibility Events Condensed List
c. List #3.1 - Network Ordered Mutual Visibility Events List
d. List #3.2 - Listing of Teletype Prediction Messages
e. Tracking Complement List
5-1
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In addition, an enclosure was provided to explain the various
lists and their terminology. Recipients were also asked to
correct the Tracking Complement List for their respective stations
so that operational predictions could be provided as accurately
as possible.
5.4 DISTRIBUTION
The simulated _,Yv_Elists were generated _-- _ _ _+_
Systems Division and delivered to the GOCC. The GOCC packaged
the data and provided the mailing labels, completing the mailing
on 18 October 1965. The data was distributed in accordance with
the distribution listed in Appendix D, "Dissemination of GEOS A
Data," on Page 2 under "Initial Distribution." Appendix D also
gives the distribution for the regular weekly distribution of
MVE lists.
I
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5 .5 RESULTS
As a result of this test distribution, some corrections to
the tracking complement were obtained. In addition, an estimate of
the length of time for delivery was determined with consequent
steps to improve the distribution time.
The distribution list was firmed up for distribution of
operational data and procedures were established for packaging
the data, confirming receipt of the data, and for handling the
data through the GSFC Transportation Office.
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SECTION 6
OPTICAL OPERATIONALREADINESS TESTS
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
The Optical Operational Readiness Test was conducted to pro-
vide operational experience in photographing the spacecraft's flash-
ing lights during the calibration period before the spacraft was
declared operational. The test was conducted from 30 November to
6 December 1965.
6.2 OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of the test were to provide all optical
participants with a maximum number of flashing light observations,
within spacecraft power constraints, during a 1-week period for
operating experience; to obtain spacecraft/observer data on the
accuracy of predicted data; and to evaluate overall spacecraft/
observer operations. In accomplishing these objectives, the test
also produced checks on the following:
ao
system.
b.
Performance of the spacecraft's memory and flashing light
Operational checkout of the APL Light Flash Request, APL's
subsequent injection tape program and injection station operation.
c. Operation of the GOCC in distributing predictions and co-
ordinating general mission activities.
Although not a scheduled part of this test, operations were
scheduled concurrently with GSFC RARR stations and ARMY SECOR sta-
tions for RARR and SECOR data, respectively.
Appendix E is the Optical Operational Readiness Test Plan
used as a guideline for this test.
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The test operation consisted of optical predictions being
generated from the MVE program, coordination and distribution of
the test predictions by the GOCC, daily injection of the spacecraft
to program the designated flashes and subsequent photographic re-
cording of the flashing light events and reporting to the GOCC by
the observer.
6.3.1 Predictions Utilized
In order to guarantee that flashes would be provided for each
optical participant, the flash times had to be handpicked from the
MVE list rather than generated from the MVE program. The test,
therefore, did not check out the complete MVE program but did check
out the MVE listing, prediction accuracy and the prediction tele-
type formatting. The total number of flashes programmed were with-
in the optical power constraints provided by APL.
I
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6.3.1.i APL Light Flash Request
The APL Light Flash Request was generated giving the flash
times for the 1-week test period. The data was transmitted over
the GOCC-APL/SSC private wire teletype circuit without error. The
APL performed the necessary computations producing seven daily in-
jection tapes for the test period.
6.3.1.2 Operational Predictions
Operational MVE GEOS Predictions were prepared in the approved
teletype formats for distribution to the approved distribution cen-
ters and individual participants. The predictions covered the
period of 30 November to 6 December 1965.
Long Range Predictions for the succeeding two weeks of data
were not generated since regular operational predictions were being
generated for the following week.
! E
I
6.3.1.3 Plate Reduction Prediction
Plate reduction predictions were generated to cover only the
test period and not the past 2-week period since no operational
data was available for that period. Plate reduction predictions
were generated for the normal distribution.
6.3.2 Computer Printouts
Since the predictions were handselected from the MVE list to
provide all participants with a maximum number of flashes allowable
for the spacecraft power limitations, printouts other than the MVE
list could not be generated in the normal manner. Therefore, only
a limited number of selected printouts were generated and they were
not distributed.
6.3.3 GOCC Operations
During the Readiness Test, the GOCC was the focal point of
activity, coordinating the test activity as well as performing
normal _operations such as monitoring spacecraft health and schedul-
ing other spacecraft operations with electronic tracking partici-
pants. The test provided the GOCC with an opportunity to train
operating personnel and firm up operating procedures.
6.3.4 Distribution of Operational Test Predictions
Prior to distribution of the teletype predictions, each optical
participant was notified of the Readiness Test by teletype and in
general what would be required of them. Appendix F is a copy of
this pre-test message.
All teletype predictions prepared by the GSFC Data Systems
Division for the 30 November to 6 December Operational Readiness
Test were delivered to the GOCC on 23 and 24 November for trans-
mission to the participants. The following paragraphs list the
distribution. Appendices G and H are samples of the Readiness
Test's Operational and Plate Reduction Predictions, respectively.
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6.3.4.1 STADAN Stations (MOTS)
Operational and Plate Reduction Predictions for STADAN stations
were distributed to the stations by NASCOM teletype facilities under
the cognizance of the NETCON (STADAN Network Control). No problems
were encountered in this operation and predictions were delivered
with ample lead time.
I
I
6.3.4.2 Participating MOTS (Special Optical Stations)
Operational and Plate Reduction Predictions were delivered
over commercial teletype facilities to each of these stations with
no problems. For these predictions the GOCC interfaced directly
with the Communications Message Center for transmission of the data.
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6.3.4.3 International Participants
Operational Predictions were sent by teletype to the Radio
Space Research Station for air mailing to the International Parti-
cipants. Some lengthy delays were encountered and several of the
International Participants reported they did not receive the pre-
dictions until after the beginning of the test period, thus losing
several days of flash events.
6.3.4.4 USAF Stations
Operational Predictions for all USAF stations were transmit-
ted over DOD teletype facilities to the 1381st GSS, F. E. Warren
AFB for relay to the participating USAF stations. In addition,
station predictions were also transmitted to the USAF Academy and
to Hanscom Field in accordance with established distribution pro-
cedures. Plate Reduction Predictions for the USAF stations were
mailed to the ACIC, St. Louis, Missouri. This was a change from
original plans for sending these predictions by teletype but since
the predictions for all USAF stations produced a lengthy message
and since there is some delay in the ACIC receiving the plates
from their stations, mail proved to be quite satisfactory for
their operation.
f P,
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6.3.4.5 SA0 Stations
I
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A single time-ordered Operational Prediction for all SA0 sta-
tions was transmitted by NASCOM teletype to the Smithsonian Astro-
physical Observatory at Cambridge, Massachusetts. SA0 generates
their own station predictions and distributes them to the SA0 Bake_
Nunn stations. The SA0 also prepares their own plate reductions.
!
I
I
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6.3.4.6 AMS and USC&GS Stations
AMS and USC&GS were each furnished with printouts rather than
teletype messages. Both agencies provided a courier to pick up the
prediction data as planned.
6.4 SUMMARY OF OPTICAL EVENTS
6.4.1 Problems Incurred
I
I
I
I
i
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During the Operational Readiness Test Period, several problems
occurred. On the December i injection an operator error caused all
flash times for the December 2 operation to be late by two hours.
All scheduled operations for the affected period_ December 2, were
cancelled so that no test data was obtained for that date.
On December 4 and 6, a number of flashes were reported by APL
telemetry data readouts as not occurring. This problem was attrib-
uted to the light assembly #4 generating noise spikes which _rig-
gered the !0-count circuit causing premature shutdown of the flash-
ing light sequence. It was theorized that this problem occurred at
other times during the period for which telemetry was not taken;
therefore, it is difficult to determine the effect on the station's
optical observations.
I
i
I
A minor problem existed with the optical reporting procedures.
The optical reports had been requested on a daily basis so that as
much information as possible, obtained as rapidly as possible, could
be obtained for use in evaluating the MVE program. In actuality,
however, this was somewhat self-defeating as some stations reporting
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daily had no chance to examine the plates prior to reporting. In
Zhese cases the number of flashes photographed, if any, could not
be determined from the report and results cannot be determined until
plate reduction has been accomplished. Therefore, the stations have
been requested to prepare the optical reports on a weekly basis,
thus allowing more time to examine the plates for flash images.
Table 0-i presents a summary of the number of flashes pro-
granmned, the number of flashes observed, and the number of flashes
unobserved. Appendix I, the GOCC Optical Summary, prepared from
_he individual station optical reports, gives the complete break-
down of _he optical reports by station and time.
Delivery of operational predictions to certain International
Participants continued to take a longer time than had been
anticipated.
6.4.2 Improvement s Made
During the course of the tests, directions were given to
stations using 038-01 plates to increase their developing time to
18 minutes at 68°F and to double the agitation time. A number of
stations previously having difficulty detecting the GEOS flash
images on their plates reported the images were much easier to see
with the new developing data.
6.5 TEST RESULTS
As can be noted from Table 6-1, the results of the operational
readiness test were quite encouraging. The reason most often given
for not reporting images on photographs taken was that plates had
not been examined. Changing the optical report to a weekly report
should give more time to examine the plates, thereby alleviating
this problem to some extent. For events not photographed, the
weather was the largest contributing factor. Equipment problems,
according to the report data, were a very minor problem. Excluding
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the day of the injection error, an average of 55 percent of the
possible images were found on the plates taken and examined with a
low of 23 percent and a high of 70 percent for the week's operation.
Steps are being initiated by the GEOS T&DS Manager to have the
MVE lists and predictions generated a week earlier which should
ensure the International Participants receiving the predictions on
time. In addition, the GOCC is mailing copies of the predictions
directly to the International Participants on a trial basis, as
well as sending the data through the Radio Space Research Station.
For the most part, the participants completed the operational
reports (optical report) in a conscientious manner with a minimum
of delay.
The distribution list for teletype predictions has been firmed
up with teletype predictions distribution becoming fairly routine.
Teletype prediction formats have been firmed up with the addi-
tion of column fill-out zeros and end-of-prediction notations. Some
reduction in transmission time could be realized by eliminating some
extraneous machine functions in the format, but as long as circuit
time is not a problem, this could remain as at present.
The late injection problem does not seem to present any real
problem since it is essentially an operational problem that should
be minimal in reoccurrences.
The results by the successful stations tend to verify that the
prediction data is accurate and that the flash times are accurate
within limits required for satisfactory operation. No conclusions
regarding the effect of the spacecraft attitude on these results is
attempted in this report.
6.6 RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the APL implement the capability for
being able to inject the GEOS spacecraft on a later orbit should
injection fail to occur during the scheduled time. Injection
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should be executed so that the flash predictions for the remainder
of the injection period would be correct.
It is recommended that an effort be made to move the MVE
program up one week to allow more time for delivery of MVE lists
and Operational Predictions.
The Optical Reporting has already been changed to a weekly
occurrence which somewhat resolves the problem of not having time
to examine the plates prior to completing the Optical Report.
Should stations continue to experience difficulty in getting the
_lates examined prior to reporting, two possibilities exist, namely:
Slip the report due day several days after the report
b. Complete the report in the present manner and supplement
with a followup report when the plates are examined.
Item (a) appears to offer the more satisfactory arrangement
from an operational point of view.
SECTION 7
GEOSBACKUP INJECTION TEST
7. i INTRODUCTION
One of the principal subsystems of the GEOS spacecraft is the
flashing xenon lamps programmed by an onboard memory system. The
memory system is loaded periodically (usually every 24 hours) from
a ground injection station providing programmed flashing sequences
for up to 68 hours (normally programmed for approximately 24 hours).
Since this is one of the principal functions of the spacecraft and
since only one station (APL) having injection capability was avail-
able, it was deemed desirable to have an additional station that
could be activated as a backup injection station should the need arise.
7.2 TEST OBJECTIVE
The objective of this test was to evaluate the capability of
providing GEOS backup injection from a NASA facility with a mini-
mum of GEOS unique equipment and to demonstrate this capability
by performing a memory injection with the spacecraft.
In completing this objective the following had to be performed:
a. Development of a GEOS Injection program for a NASA Data
Acquisition Facility (DAF) computer
b. Development of GEOS unique hardware to supplement the
station equipment for generating the GEOS command tones
C •
d.
e.
f.
Selection of an injection station
Preliminary checkout with the prototype spacecraft
Injection simulation/monitoring of GEOS A
Injection of GEOS A
u
I .
I 7.3 GENERAL TEST OPERATIONS
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Before attempting an injection with the GEOS A, a number of
preliminary tests with the prototype spacecraft had to be performed
and evaluated to ensure that an actual injection could be performed
satisfactorily and in a manner that would not endanger the spacecraft.
The ROSMAN station was selected as the tentative backup station
because of location and availability of equipment. The initial test
to "debug" the injection program and verify compatibility of space-
craft and ground station hardware was conducted at the GSFC because
of availability of ground station equipment similar to that at
ROSMAN and, of course, its closeness to the GSFC and APL personnel
who conducted the tests.
Once the injection program for the station computer was de-
veloped and verified and the injection capability proven to be
feasible, additional tests with the prototype spacecraft were to
be conducted at the ROSMAN station. These tests were to "debug"
station equipment and assure the injection program compatibility
with the actual station hardware. Upon successful completion of
these tests, an injection of the GEOS A spacecraft was to be at-
tempted. See Appendix J for the injection test plan.
7.4 PROTOTYPE INJECTION TESTS
7.4.1 GSFC Tests
The GEOS A prototype spacecraft was delivered to the GSFC
Test Station in Building #12, GSFC, on December i, and tests were
conducted on December i, 2, and 4. These tests were conducted to
check out the injection program and ground station-spacecraft
equipment compatibility.
7.4.1.1 Test Confisuration
The prototype GEOS A spacecraft was set up at the GSFC Build-
ing #12 test station. The "injection station equipment" i.e.,
I
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AD/ECS computer, GEOS FSK modulator, and PCM DHE (Data Handling
Equipment) was located in the 0A0 Control Center of Building #14.
Test injections were initiated from the 0A0 Control Center over
intra-building circuits to the test station setup and thence to
the prototype spacecraft. Figure 7-1 shows the basic test system
used for this test.
7.4. i. 2 Computer Program
The computer program developed for the AD/ECS computer by
ADCOM Inc. was used for the injection tests. 0nly minor changes
were required in the program for the successful injection of the
prototype spacecraft. Both resynchronizing and synchronous injec-
tions were successfully conducted. The resynchronizing injection
was somewhat more difficult to perform due to critical time
synchronizing.
7.4.1.3 Spacecraft-Computer _Timing
The GSFC conducted injection tests were initiated with the
resynchronizing injection to set the spacecraft clock with WWV
time since it could not be set manually to start. Synchronous
injections were then performed as long as the spacecraft time and
WWV time were synchronized with resynchronizing injections made
to reset the spacecraft clock when necessary. There was some
spacecraft clock drift due to the fact that the clock requires
several days running to stabilize.
7.4.2 ROSMAN Tests
The GEOS A prototype spacecraft was delivered to the ROSMAN
site on December 6 with ensuing tests conducted on December 7 to
I0. These tests were conducted to check out the injection pro-
gram on the ROSMAN AD/ECS computer, to check out the ground sta-
tion/spacecraft equipment compatibility and to provide training
for station personnel.
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7.4.2.1 Equipment Test Configuration
The ROSMAN test configuration was essentially the same as
for the tests at the GSFC, and is shown in Figure 7-2.
7.4.2.2 Test Operations
Since the prototype spacecraft clock had not been synchronized,
the resynchronizing injection was conducted first to synchronize
the spacecraft time with local station time. In perfo_ning the
resynchronizing injection, the 22.75-cps data bit rate clock was
generated by conversion because the local computer did not have
a 22.75-cps clock pulse available. One problem was encountered
in performing the resynchronizing injection. A local computer
noise problem generated noise spikes when operating a particular
internal counting routing for reading in timing, causing spurious
"zeros" instead of all "ones," thus preventing proper resynchron-
izing injection. The program was modified so that it would not
read in time during critical injection times, thus permitting
successful injection.
Since a GEOS time decoder was not available to decode the
spacecraft timing and provide external clock synch to the ground
station computer, the time difference between station time and
spacecraft time, due to station WWV time error, equipment delay
times and half-bit advance times was calculated. This calculated
correction, At, was applied to the program to ensure computer-
spacecraft synchronization within a 22.750-cps clock pulse inter-
val of the spacecraft clock which was required to achieve a suc-
cessful injection.
7.4.2.3 Injection Tape Transmission
An injection tape covering the period of the ROSMAN pro-
totype spacecraft injection tests was obtained from the APL
and transmitted to the ROSMAN station via the NASCOM Digitronics
High Speed Paper Tape System. Two problems were encountered in
this operation. The first problem was that the Digitronics
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paper tape reader would not accept the tape supplied by APL, for
it was thicker and more dense than that normally used. This
problem was readily solved by producing a duplicate tape on an
acceptable weight tape. The second problem was more serious and
makes the use of the Digitronics system unsatisfactory for trans-
mitting the injection tapes except as an emergency proced_re.
The Injection Tape separates each word by a number of blanks.
However, the Digltronlcs reader does not recognize the blanks,
_^__ it °*_ _ out, _1_ng the tape at the receiving
terminal to have no blank function separations between words. It
was possible for the test personnel to reconstruct a correct tape,
but the system would not be acceptable for use during normal opera-
tions as it is too difficult to reinsert the blank functions.
7._.3 Results of Preliminary Test
The tests at the GSFC and the ROSMAN station satisfactorily
demonstrated the potential for loading the GEOS A memory from
the ROSMAN station. They also demonstrated that potential injec-
tion capability was available at the GSFC OAO Control Center, or
similarly equipped GSFC control center, for initiating remote
injections. This system was not tried over the wideband facility
to ROSMAN, but this should present no problem. No further formal
tests are planned for the OAO Control Center since the Control
Center is commencing readiness checkouts for their own spacecraft
operations and because it is felt that the more practical GEOS
backup injection capability from an operational, personnel, and
equipment standpoint is the ROSMAN station.
The need for a different means of getting the injection
tapes to ROSMAN was demonstrated resulting in two possible methods;
namely, mail for the normal operation, and OAO Control Center
high quality teletype facility for corrections such as daily time
updating, et cetera.
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Station personnel were indoctrinated into the injection pro-
cedures and with some additional practice and firmed operating pro-
cedures they should be able to satisfactorily perform GEOS injec-
tions on a backup or routine basis.
7.5 ROSMA_N GEOS A LIVE INJECTION TESTS
Upon completion of the successful injection tests with the
prototype spacecraft, the injection tests were reviewed and the
the orbiting spacecraft.
The test team of Mr. Foxe, Code 514, GSFC, and Mr. Green, a
programmer/systems analyst from ADCOM, Inc., were at the ROSMAN
station for the injection and the preinjection monitoring. Mr.
Kowal of APL was at the APL Injection Station during the injection.
I
I
7.5.1 Injection Test Plan
The test plan specified that ROSMANmonitor and simulate in-
jection along with APL's injections on December 22 and 23 (universal
time) and then to inject the spacecraft on December 24 at 0107
(universal time).
7.5.2 Injection Simulation/Monitor
I
I
I
ROSMAN was provided with an injection tape transmitted to them
over the 0A0 high quality teletype facility. This facility auto-
matically retransmits a copy back to the originating station for
comparison thus assuring an accurate transmitted copy. The ROSMAN
station personnel and test personnel setup for the injection simula-
tion, completing the prepass routine in the same manner as for an
actual injection. Essentially, the only difference between the
injection simulation/monitor and the actual injection was that the
injection simulation/monitor "dummied out" the command transmitter
so that the initiated commands were not radiated to the spacecraft.
The ROSMAN simulation/monitor was conducted at the same time as the
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APL injection so that the GEOS A memory readout appeared to the
ROSMAN receiving equipment as if ROSMAN had injected.
The simulation/monitor operation was performed on December 23
(universal time) with all indications that a ROSMAN injection would
have been completely successful. The following is a summation of
the simulation/monitor conducted on December 23, at 0102 universal
time, simultaneous with APL's actual injection.
A. Preload (Previous Injection Verification)
Word 61 had a count of II greater than the injection tape
showed (related to operation of lamp assembly #4). All other 65
words were confirmed correctly. The APL recorded the same
information.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
B. Injection (measured on visicorder)
B.I Up data to station time offset - 46 ms early
B.2 Programmed time offset - 50 ms early
B.3 Nominal station to WWV time - 3.6 ms late
B.4 Range delay for spacecraft at 2250 km - 7.5 ms
C. Postlaunch (Injection Verification)
C.I All 65 words confirmed correct
C.2 GEOS word I bit I time to station time (minute mark)
difference - 8 ms late
7.5.3 ROSMAN Injection
The plan of operation for the ROSMAN injection on December 24
(0107 _) was for ROSMAN to inject, then for APL to dump the ROSMAN
load and inject from the Howard County Station. ROSMAN performed
the injection successfully on the first attempt with the APL Injec-
tion Station monitoring the injection and the spacecraft perform-
ance. The APL station confirmed the successful injection and was
satisfied with the operation and therefore did not dump and rein-
ject as planned. The ROSMAN injection, although not a planned part
of the test, was the first injection loading the spacecraft for two
days of flash times.
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The injection effort went smoothly with the station personnel
performing the preinjection checkout and injection efficiently.
The APL Injection Station monitored the injection and the GOCC,
APL and ROSMAN were in voice contact during the exercise.
The results of the ROSMAN injection were as follows:
A. Preload (Previous Injection Verification)
Word 61 had a count of 43 less than injection tape showed
[ _ _1_ -i ....
_eiated to p±.uu-_m with ...... _i.. _,_ ^11 _*_ _5 _,,o_
confirmed correctly. The same data was also recorded by the APL.
B. Injection
B.1 Progra_Lmed offset - 44 ms early
B.I.I
B.I.2
B.I.3
B.I.4
B.1.5
B.2
Half Bit advance (fixed constant in program) - 22 ms
Propagation Delay -7.5 ms nominal
Station Equipment delay - 6.0 ms nominal
Station Time retard from WWV - 3.5 ms nominal
Spacecraft Equipment Delay - 5.0 ms nominal
Measured offset at Visicorder - 38'9 ms
I
I
I
C. Postload (Injection Verification)
C.I All 65 words confirmed correctly
C.2 The leading edge of bit i, word i, which occurs on
the spacecraft minute, was received 7 ms after the minute as
expected.
I
I
I
I
7.5.4 Results
The injection from ROSMAN definitely demonstrated that ROSMAN
can perform the synchronous injection with the required degree of
accuracy. Bit and frame synch was obtained with no problem. The
timing accuracy with which the synchronous injection can be per-
formed appears to be well within the required limit of one 22.790-
cps spacecraft clock pulse interval (+22 ms from center of pulse).
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4The programmed backup synchronous injection was not attempted
since the first attempt was successful• This part of the program
was previously checked out with simulation tapes and the prototype
spacecraft. The resynchronizing test was not attempted since there
was no need to reset the spacecraft clock. The tests with the pro-
totype spacecraft indicate that ROSMAN could also successfully per-
form a resynchronizing injection with the GBOS A spacecraft.
The following recommendations are made in view of the success
of these injection tests:
a. ROSMAN could perform backup synchronous injections to the
GEOS A. In view of the success achieved in performing resynchro-
nizing injections with the prototype spacecraft, ROSMAN could also
probably perform successful resynchronizing injections with GEOS A.
b. The ROSMAN station should attempt a resynchronizing injec-
tion with GF,OS A in the near future to demonstrate this capability.
It is recommended, however, that due to the critical nature of re-
synchronizing injections, the APL should perform the resynchroniz-
ing injections when they are required if at all possible.
c. If ROSMAN is required to perform injections, either the
APL or GSFC should monitor and evaluate the spacecraft timing
accuracy and prepare fine time clock correction bits for the suc-
ceeding injection tapes.
d. The injection procedures used for the ROSMAN injection
should be documented for future reference and established in the
GOCC and ROSMAN files.
e. ROSMAN station personnel should continue to simulate and
monitor a number of injections until each station crew becomes
proficient in the operation.
f. Although injections could be initiated from the 0AO Con-
trol Center or an equivalent control center at the GSFC, the
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ROSMAN station offers advantages in the ease of scheduling for
nonconflicting operations and availability of trained personnel
for 24-hour operation. It should therefore be the facility used
for backup injections.
g. The GSFC should obtain the APL IBM 7094 program for
generating the injection tapes from the Light Flash Request so
that NASA would have a station backup injection capability, and
the capability to prepare injection tapes for fine time adjust-
ments for synchronous injections and clock corrections for resyn-
chronous injections.
h. A GEOS time decoder should be provided at the ROSMAN sta-
tion for accurately synchronizing injections with the spacecraft
clock• It would be desirable, although not absolutely necessary,
to use the decoder to externally clock the ground station computer,
thus assuring ground station time and spacecraft time synchroniza-
tion. At minimum the ground station computer should be provided
with a crystal controlled clock to reduce the time runout during
the injection to less than a millisecond• However, this method
would not compensate for any drift in the spacecraft clock.
7_10
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APPENDIX A
GEOS A OPERATIONAL READINESS TESTS
INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPANTS
PHASE ONE
i. 0 GENERAL
I
I
I
I
I
I-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
This readiness test is intended to familiarize the partici-
pants with the operational and observational report formats, the
prediction formats, the various computer printouts of flashing light
schedules, etc. This supersedes and replaces all instructions and
forms in GOCC teletype message dated 29 July 1965, 1334Z. The
attached formats are those that will be used by the GSFC in
supplying data relative to the mission and those that are to be
used by each participant in making operational and observational
reports on observations. Completion of these operational and
observational reports will be required of each participant to fulfill
his obligation as a participant in the GEOS A program. It is re-
quested that each recipient review each format and advise the GOCC
of any difficulty in using the data, or in completing the necessary
operational and observational forms, and the need for each type of
prediction or listing. A format and explanation is provided for each.
This readiness test is divided into three parts, listings and
predictions, operational reports and observational data reports.
Any comments or questions on these formats should be addressed
as follows:
Geodetic Operations Control Center
Attn: Mr. J. Zegalia
Code 513
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
2.0 PREDICTIONS AND MUTUAL VISIBILITY EVENT LISTINGS
The GSFC will provide the predictions and computer listings
covered in this section to each International Participant in the
A-I
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I GEOS A Program. It is requested that each recipient review the
predictions, especially the mutual visibility events lists, to
determine if for his and if he de-they are adequate operations
sires to receive all the lists discussed here,
2ol Mutual Visibility Events List
This is a time ordered list of all Mutual Visibility Events
(MVE's) which includes those events that have already been selected
for the flash schedule and those that were rejected with an indica-
tion o± why they were rejected. This list of events is generated
weekly covering the operational and long range prediction periods.
The list will be mailed to each participant on a weekly basis,
one week in advance, covering a 3-week period. The patterers
included in this listing are as follows:
i. GMT time of the midpoint of the flash sequence
2. An indication of whether the event was scheduled or
l not. An asterisk indicaSes those potential MVE's that are se-
l lected.
3. Designation of the stations participating in the event
l 4. Station number
I 5- Type of tracking instrument
6. Azimuth
l 7. Elevation
l 8. Range
9. Range Rate
I i0. Local hour angle
I ii. Declination
12. Right ascension
13. Sub-satellite latitude
14. Sub-satellite longitude
15. Height
A-2
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
(Node-GST)
'_ + (Node-GST)
Light angle
Sun elevation angle
Moon angle
21. Image size
22. Number of lamps in each flash of the sequence (I to _)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
23. Weight for the event
24. An indication of the non-participation of some stations
in a scheduled event. An "F" denotes stations not participating
due to moon angle or image size criteria and an "R" is used to
denote non-participation because of the camera reloading time
requirement.
Figures i and 2 are respectively, a sample Mutual Visibility
Events List printout and explanation of the format.
2.2 Mutual Visibility Events Condensed List
This list will also be mailed out weekly to each participant,
one week in advance, for a 3-week period. This imst will be a
one-line time-ordered flash event summary or condensed list of the
Mutual Visibility Events List for the selected MVE's which are
scheduled for flashes. Quantities included in this print-
out are as follows:
i. GMT time of the middle flash in the sequence
2. Participation in scheduled events according to:
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
Optical stations
Electronic stations
Total number of tracking stations
Baker-Nunn, MOTS, PC-1000 and BC-4 cameras
SECOR, Doppler, Minitrack, Laser and Range/Range
Rate systems
Total number of networks
International tracking systems
A-3
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3. Sub-satellite latitude and longitude
4. Light beacon power information for each scheduled sequence
consisting of:
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
Flashes available before flashing
Flashes available after flashing
Battery level before flashing (percentage)
Percent of potential MVE's selected for the
current day. (Cumulative percentage up to the
present time sequence.)
5. Number of lamps flashed in the sequence (i, 2, 3 or 4).
Also associated with this printout will be daily and weekly totals
and a total for the operational long-range prediction period for
items 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2._, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and 5.
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
i
I
I
I
!
Figure 3 is a sample printout of this list.
2.3 Network Ordered Mutual Visibility Events List
The Network Ordered Mutual ¥isibility Events List is a listing
of station prediction quantities for scheduled flash Mutual Visibil-
ity Events. This list will be ordered by network; by station; by
the period of coverage of the prediction, operational or long range;
and according to time for each station. This list will be generated
weekly for a 3-week period, one week in advance, and will be mailed
to each participant.
Figure 4 is a sample printout of this list.
2.4 History Tape List
The History Tape List will contain information such as;
distributions of observations in (Node-GST) ; w _+ (Node-GST) ;
azimuth, elevation and range per station; telemetry information
received from the APL concerning the status of the spacecraft;
and information concerning station and network participation
in executed flash sequences. This list will be updated weekly
and mailed to the individual participants.
Figure 5 is a sample of the type of information contained
in this list.
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2.5 Trackin_ Complement List
The Tracking Complement List is a network and station
ordered list, listing the type of station (optical, Minitrack,
etc.) network affiliation, station number and name, geodetic
location, minim1_m and maximum tracking angle, type of equipment,
atmospheric extinction factor for optical stations and weighting
factor for each participating station.
it is ...............•"_qum_b_u _b each T_+ .... +_ _r+icipant _pvi_w
line items 61 through 73, and advise the GOCC of any required
corrections or additions to the data.
Figure 6 is the Tracking Complement List listing GEOS A
part ic ipant s.
2.6 Flash Schedule Predictions
Operational and Long Range Predictions will be updated
weekly (Reference Figure 9) for each International Participant.
These predictions will be sent by teletype to LCHT (DSIR, Slough,
Bucks, England) for relaying to each International Participant by
commercial teletype where available, mail where it is not. DSIR
will also be provided with orbital elements for use in generating
station predictions concurrent with these flash schedule predictions
for the International Participants. If requested, station ordered
predictions containing azimuth, elevation, local hour angle and
declination can also be provided for individual stations.
Orbital elements for the GEOS spacecraft will also be dis-
tributed to Fort Belvoir, Virginia, for distribution via the SPACEWARN
network to participants of this network.
2.6.1 Time Ordered Predictions
2.6.1.1 Operational Time Ordered Predictions
Operational Time Ordered Predictions will be updated weekly
for a one week period one week in advance. These predictions
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will list time, longitude, latitude, altitude, number of flashes
and number of lamps in the flash for each mutual visibility event
irl view of an International Participant on a time ordered basis
as shown in Figure 7.
2.6ol.2 Long Range Time Ordered Predictions
The Long Range Time Ordered Prediction will be essentially
the same as the Operational Predictions except they are for two
weeks of data updated weekly. They will consist essentially of the
same data except they will not be as accurate as the shorter range
Operational Predictions. A sample prediction of this type is shown
_t Figure 8.
5. O OPEKATIONAL REPORTS
Operational reports are those reports giving information that
is necessary in scheduling and improving general mission operations.
Each dEOS participant will be requested to provide certain reports
so tha_ the GEOS mission can be continued in the best interest of all
geodetic participants. These reports are not in lieu of, or a part
oi', the required analysis and observational reports to be submitted
by each participant as his obligation as a participant in the GEOS
mission. As operational reports, they will be used as guidelines
in the improvement of operations throughout the GEOS mission.
I
I
I
I
I
3.1 Weekly Field Station Optical Re_ort
Each participant employing optical tracking facilities
is requested to submit a Weekly Field Station Optical Report
covering each optical observation, to the GOCC (Geodetic
Operations Control Center) a_ the GSFC, by teletype facilities
through the DSIR station at Slough, Bucks, England, or by mail
if teletype is not available. This report will indicate the
number of flashes, quality of the photographic plate, weather
conditions and reasons for no photograph if none was taken.
i
I
!I
!
!
!
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All optical participants are requested to submit the
Weekly Field Station Optical Report immediately following the
week's period being reported. The report should include the
indicated information for every scheduled pass operation for
the reporting station whether an operation was performed or not.
These reports are required for planning new flash sequences,
for the intercomparison experiments and for determining the dis-
tribution of flash events over a geographic location.
Figure i0 shows the report format and gives a sample report
message.
3.2 Monthly Station Status Report
Each participating station in the GEOS Program is requested
to complete a Monthly Station Status Report at the end of each
report month. This report will include the following:
i. Present and planned changes in support capability
including additions or deletions of equipment, changes in station
operations, and station relocation if a mobile station°
2. Planned or anticipated future additional requirements
of the GSFC Geodetic Operations Control Center, Computation
Center, or Geodetic Satellite Data Center for such things as
additional ephemeris data_ changes in operational or observational
data reports, etc.
3. A summary report evaluating the operations of the
report month; i.e., an evaluation of the optical data acquired
for use in the geodetic mission and of the GSFC inputs to the
station operation and any general comments for improving the
geodetic mission.
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This monthly report should be prepared within five days after
the end of the report month and should be mailed to the following:
Geodetic Operations Control Center
Code 513
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland, USA
Figure ii shows the format for this report.
3-3 GEOS News Letter Report
The GOCC will prepare a monthly report called the GEOS News
Letter and will mail copies to each GEOS participant. This
report will be based on information obtained from each participant's
Monthly Station Status Report and other operational data. It
will consist essentially of the following:
i. Summary of all participating network operations for
the report month including such items as number of participants,
evaluation of observational data, etc.
2. Future planning such as new stations to be added or
new capabilities being provided, relocation or deletion of partici-
pating stations, new geodetic experiments to be performed,
etc.
3- A condensation of the monthly reports mentioned in para-
graph 3.2 above.
4. A brief spacecraft history including the total number
of orbits, total number of light flashes generated, spacecraft
health , expected lifetime, etc.
3.4 Mutual Visibility Event Requests
After examining the Mutual Visibility Events List (Figure i),
individual participants or experimenters may desire a particular
period of flash sequences for mutual visibility studies of their
own with other stations. Flash requests for selected periods of
time should be sent by teletype, if possible, to the GOCC at least
two weeks in advance of the requested period. Requests for flashes
will be considered along with other established flash criteria,
which take into account spacecraft conditions, universal flash
distributions, past weather conditions at scheduled stations,
degradation of lamps and the best interests of all GEOSpartici-
pants commensurate with the geodetic mission. GOCCwill acknow-
ledge receipt of the requests, however, stations will not normally
be notified of the acceptance or rejection of the flash events re-
quested° If flashes are provided, they will be included in the
Operational Flash Schedule Predictions.
Figures 12 and 13 show the formats for submitting these
requests to the GOCC. Figure 12 is to be used for mail, and
Figure 13 for teletype.
4.0 OBSERVATIONAL DATA REPORT
The Observational Data Report is that report which gives
specific data on the GEOS observations. Each qualified participant
will mail an Observational Data Report to the GSFC in the approved
data format as soon as the data are precision reduced and put onto
either punched cards or magnetic tape in the prescribed format.
This information will be used by the principal investigators and
will be archived for use by any of the qualified scientists for
geodetic analyses.
Observational Data Reports should be submitted within two months
of the observation. International participants will be individually
responsible for submitting their data to the GSFC.
It is important that each qualified participant provide these re-
ports in a conscientious manner as they will be necessary to success-
fully meet the scientific objectives of the GEOS Mission. They will
also be used to "qualify" stations for receiving flash schedules and
for requesting mutual visibility events.
The Observational Data Report is to be mailed to the following:
National Space Science Data Center, Code 601
Attn: Geodetic Satellites Data Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
Figure 14 is the format the observational data is to be put
onto punched cards or magnetic tape for submittal to the GSFC.
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INTERNL PARTICIPANTS OPERATIONAL MUTUAL VISIBILITY GEOS PREDICTIONS
651oo
YYMMDD HHMMS S LONG LAT HT NF NL
651001 213712 2855 3976 1425 7 i
651001 232712 35681 3615 i%35 7 2
651001 233212 1032 4739 1398 7 i
651002 12612 35123 5209 1377 7 i
651002 234212 409 4772 1399 7 !
651003 13912 35972 5644 1349 7 i
I
I
I
INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPANTS
TIME ORDERED OPERATIONAL
MUTUAL VISIBILITY PREDICTIONS
FIGURE #7
Page 2 OF 2
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INTERNL PARTICIPANTS LONG RANGE MUTUAL VISIBILITY GEOS PREDICTIONS
65100
YYMMDD HHMMSS LONG LAT HT NF NL
651008 37i2 35872 5698 i359 7 i
651008 43112 205 5183 1246 7 i
651008 224612 34580 4008 1438 7 i
651008 225112 120 5060 14QI 7 i
651009 4812 35887 5801 1351 7 i
651009 44212 46 4965 1237 7 I
651009 210312 470 3701 1448 7 i
651009 210612 1231 4388 1428 7 i
I
I
I
INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPANTS
TIME ORDERED LONG RANGE
MUTUAL VISIBILITY PREDICTIONS
Fiou #8
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ORBITUPDATE
PLATE* OPERATIONAL
REDUCTION PREDICTS PREDICTS
ST WEE _YEF, 3 RD WEEK
t
TIME OF
UPDATE
LONG RANGE
PREDICTS
4 TH WEEK 1
* Plate Reduction Predicts can be provided to International
Participants upon request.
P_DXCTION C0VZRAG_DIAQ_
FIa_ #9
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FIGURE I0
WEEKLYFIELD STATION OPTICAL REPORT
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
The report format shall be as follows:
Station (6 letter designations)
REF 65991
AAAAAA
BBBB (3 Spaces) CDEFG (i space) CDEFG (i space) CDEFG
AAAAAA
BBBB (3 spaces) CDEFG (1 space) CDEFG (i space) CDEFG
Station need appear only once per message with date, predicted
time and flash data reported for each predicted flash sequence
of the report period. Each pass shall be recorded three times
because of possible errors in transmission.
Code :
REF 65991 = Satellite Identification
AAAAAA = Year, month, day Zulu
BBBB = Predicted Flash Time in hours, minutes zulu
C: i = Photograph taken
9 = No photograph taken
D: Weather conditions:
0 = No photograph taken
i = Clear; can see 5th magnitude and beyond
2 = Light haze; can see no fainter than 4th mag.
3 = Moderate haze; can see no fainter than 3rd mag.
4 = Heavy haze; can see no fainter than 2nd mag.
E: 0 = No photograph taken
If photograph taken indicate number of
flashes observed by the numbers i through 7
8 = Plate not yet examined
9 = Photograph taken but no flashes found on
plate
F: 0 = No photograph taken
Photo taken: i = Excellent plate quality
2 = Average plate quality
3 = Poor plate quality (explain)
A-30
I
i
I
I
1
I
I
I|
!
!
I
I
I
/I
G" Photograph taken = 0
Reason no photograph taken:
i = Weather
2 = Equipment failure
3 = Operator error
4 = Miscellaneous (Explain below)
Example of typical report as prepared for teletype trans-
mission:
RR GOCC GOPS
DE LCh_ 00i
o8/ooioz
BOCHUM
REF 65991
650901
i135 117201172o11720 (7Fmsm_sAVG PmTE,W_TNERC__AR)
14oo 90002 90002 90002 (N0 PHOTO EQUIPMENT FAILURE)
650904
1115 9000% 90004 90004 (MISCELLANEOUS NO SUPPORT)
FIAT TIRE COULD NOT GET TO SITE IN TIME
650907
1605 12930 12930 12930 (NO FLASHES FOUND ON PLATE, LIGHT HAZE)
OPERATOR ERROR IN PLATE DEVELOPMENT
08/00%0Z SEP LCHT
NOTE: Information in parentheses is for explanation herein only and
will not be a part of an actual report.
A-31
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FIGURE ii
GEODETIC PARTICIPANTS
MONTHLY STATION STATUS REPORT
I
I
I
I
REPORT NR
STATION/PARTICIPANT NAME
SATELLITE IDENTIFICATION
TYPE STATION: FIXED
DATE
REPORT PERIOD _-_ TO
DESIGNATION
TRACKING EQUIP
MOBILE
I
I i. Describe any change in equipment for the report period.
I
2. Describe any change in station operation or procedures.
I
I
I
Mobile stations:
Anticipated length of stay at present location
I
I
3.2- If relocating, coordinates and elevation of new location
(Indicate Datum)
If relocating, deactivation date at present location
I
I
I
o
4.1.
4.2.
Reactivation date at new location
Flash Schedules:
Are Flash Schedule Predicts adequate? Yes
If not, state what additional data are required.
No
I A-_2
I
m!
i
!
I
!
I
•
5.1.
5.2
B
6°i°
MONTHLY STATION STATUS REPORT
(c ont inue d )
Do you wish to continue receiving:
Mutual Visibility Lists? Yes
GEOS News Letter Report? Yes
No
No
Are any changes required in the procedures for Predictions
or other GSFC supplied data: Yes No
If answer to 6 is yes, explain
7. Suggestion or recommendations for improving the GEOS Mission:
8. General Comments
A-33
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FIGURE 12
GEODETIC PARTICIPANTS
MUTUAL VISIBILITY E_ENT REQUEST
REQUEST NR
STATION/PARTICIPANT NAME
DATE
MUTUAL VISIBILITY LIST REFERENCED
DES IGNATION
ITEM
NR
L "
MVE
i S NUMBERREQUESTED I YNERGETIC l_r^_r_
_PERioD _STATIONS!__ED
M0 DAY HR ....... !(5 or 7)
J
!
!
! °
d
I
!
I
I
l
t J
REQUESTED
IMAGE
SIZE
(Microns )
REMARKS .GSFC
DISPOSITION
A-34
Page of Pages
I
I
I
I
I
C_
I
I
I_ _
I _H
E_ E_
D
H
0
E-_
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H
H
H
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I--=4
CQ
U
0
0
0
0
L_ C)
,--t 0
0
r-t
iN
_l_1
0
0
A-35
_0
0
4_
4o
o
40
bO 0
4-_
_-_ ,-t
0
,.c:
0 o
0
0 _
4-_ 0,1
4-_ r/l
0
Ill I1_
_3
kid _
I
b-
0
r._) ,,_
0 0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
NGSP
_u_u_AT
FOR
OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS
i oooioo:2 3 41$ I 7
Ill]111
,2 3415& 7
O0000000lO00||OOl
11111111111111111
22222222122222222
333i333 3:33::3m:sm+:a
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11111111111111111Jll11!1111j
I J I
22221222222222222J222212222
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II11111111111 i
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i r._i_ _m_- 2o._u. i
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777777771777777777777i7777:7771777717777! I
llllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllillll_lll I
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1111111111111111111
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__17)_
3333133SSl333313333
i I
4444_444_44414444
5555155551555515555
777717777)777717777
lSllllSlSllSSnflll!
_ag_loasstass_s
oooL
11111
22221
3_3_
4-44_
55551
6166l
7777]
lilll
99991
I
I
I
I
Field
I.
COIS.
I-6
I - Z
De scription
Satellite Identification*
Year of L_unch
64 = 1964
I
I
I 3-5
65 = 1965
66 = 1966
etc.
Order of Launch
I
I
;_As per COSPAK numberinK system
I
!
I A-+_6
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Field
2.
3.
4.
Cols.
6
7
8
9-11
I0- II
Description
Component Identifier
l=a
Z=b
3-c
4=d
etc.
Type of Coordinates
1 = R/ght Ascension and Declination
Z = Range
3 = 1R.ange Rate
4 = Frequency Shift
5 = Direction Cosines
6 = X, Y Angle
7 = Azimuth and Elevation Angle
Ob servation Identifier
0 = Active (Observation on beacon)
1 = Passive (Chopping Shutter)
Z = Camera in conjunction with Laser
3 = Laser Angular data
Timing Standard Deviation
Milli s e c ond s
•01 Milliseconds
A-37
Field Cols. De s c ription
I
I
I
I
e IZ- 13 Time Identifier
00 = UT-0 determined at observing station
01 = UT-1 determined at observing station
0Z = UT-Z determined at observing station
03 = UT-C determined at observing station
I
I
I
04 = A. 1 determined at observing station
05 through 49
50 = UT-0
51 = UT-I
Other Systems'_
Satellite time
Satellite time
I
I
I
I o 14- 18
52 = UT-2
53 = UT-C
54 =A.I
55 through 99
Station Number
Satellite time
Satellite time
Satellite time
Other Systems_
I
I
I
14 System Designator
0 = COSPAR
1 = AFCRL
Z = SAO
I
I
I
I
3 = STADAN
4 = TRANET DOPPLER
5 =AMS
:_As described in the associated preprocessing report; number assigned
at NSSDC before transmitting data to various investigators.
I A-38
Field
.
8.
Cols.
15 - 18
19 - 34
19 - 20
21 - 22
23 - 24
25 - 26
27- 28
29- 30
31 - 34
35 - 53
35 - 37
38- 39
Description
6 = USC+GS
7 = Naval Observatory
8 = International Participants
Station Number
GMT of Observation
Year of Observation
64 = 1964
65 = 1965
66 = 1966
etc.
Month of Observation
Day of Observation
Hour of Observation
Minute' of Observation
Second of Observation
• 0001 Second of Observation
Observation Data
R.A. (hours)/A_zimuth degrees (arc), O°North/
X angle (degrees arc). Sign of X angle
appears in Col. 35
R. A. minutes (of time)/Azimuth minutes
(arc)/X angle . O1 degrees (arc)
A-39
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Field
,
Cols.
40 - 41
4Z - 44
45
46 - 47
48- 49
50 - 51
52 - 53
54 - 59
54 - 55
De s c ription
R. A. seconds (time)/Azimuth seconds (arc)
R.A. .001 seconds (time)/Azimuth
• 001 seconds (arc)
Sign of declination/Y angle (+) (-)
Declination, degrees (arc )/Elevation angle
degrees (arc)/ Y angle degrees (arc)
Declination minutes (arc)/Elevation angle
minutes (arc)/Y angle .01 degrees (arc)
Declination, seconds (arc)/Elevation angle,
seconds (arc)
Declination, .01 seconds (arc)/Elevation
angle, .01 seconds (arc)
Date of Plate Reduction
Year of Reduction
64 = 1964
65 = 1965
66 = 1966
etc.
Month of Reduction
Day of Reduction
A-/_O
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Field
i0.
Cols.
60 - 71
60 - 61
6Z - 63
A-/_I
De s cr iption
Coded Information
Supplementary Documentation
03 = SAO Reduction Precedure Report
04 = A4OTS Plate Reduction Procedure Report
05 = ACIC Plate Reduction Procedure Report
06 = USC and GS Plate Reduction Procedure
Report
07 = NASA Goddard R and R Prcprocessing
Report
09 = NASA Goddard Laser Prenroccssin 2
Report
l0 = AFCRL LASER Reduction Procedure
Report
11 = International Preprocessing i_eport_
12 = AMS Plate Reduction Report
. 'additional numbers will be assigned
by NSBDC as required)
n
Equator De signation
O l = Mean Standard Equator
i.
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
i
Field Cols.
64 - 65
Description
0Z = Mean Equator at Jan 0.0 of Year of
ob s ervation
03 = Mean Equator at instant of observation
04 = Mean Equator at arbitrary time
{arbitrary system to be defined in
associated preprocessing report)
11 = True Standard Equator
IZ = True Equator at Jan 0.0 of year of
ob se rv ation
13 = True Equator at instant of observation
14 = True Equator at arbitrary time
(arbitrary system to be defined in
preproces sing report)
Equinox De signation
01 = Mean Standard Equinox
0Z = Mean Equinox at Jan 0.0 of year of
ob s e rvation
03 = Mean Equinox at instant of observation
04 = Mean Equinox at arbitrary time
(arbitrary system to be defined in
associated preprocessing report)
II = True Standard Equinox
12 = True Equinox at Jan 0.0 of year of
obs ervation
A-42
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
_'ield Cols.
66- 67
68- 69
De scription
13 = True Equinox at instant of Observation
14 = True Equinox at arbitrary time
(arbitrary system to be defined in
associated preprocessing report)
Instrumentation Type
00 = PC - 1000 MOD-1
01 = PC- 1000 MOD-2
02 = BC - 4 450 mm
03 = BC - 4 300 mm
04 =BC - 4 210 mm
05 = Baker Nunn SAO
06 = Baker Nunn - Military
07 = MOTS
08 = iZ00 mm Ballistic Camera
09 = 600 mm Ballistic Camera
l0 = MOTS Z4"
11 = International Types
Catalog Identification
01 = BOSS
0Z = SAO Combined
03 = FK-4
04 = NASA Combined
A-43
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
il
I
I
I
I
I
il
I
il
I
I
I
I
I
Field
Ii.
Col s.
70 - V1
7Z- 80
7Z
73- 74
De sc ription
05 = AGK-2
06 = AMS Combined
07 = Cape Zone, Volume 1
08 = Yale, Volume 1
09 = Others (to be defined in the associated
preprocessing reports). Code number
to be assigned by NSSDC.
Catalog Epoch
01 = 1855.0
02 = 1875.0
03 = 1900.0
04 = 1950.0
05 = 1965.0
06 = Others (to be defined in the preprocessing
reports); code numbers to be assigned
by NSSDC
Description of Random Error
Standard deviation in R.A. (seconds of arc)
multiplied by the cosine of zhe declination/
standard deviation in Az (seconds of arc)/
standard deviation in X angle (degrees of arc)
Standard deviation R.A. (.01 seconds of arc)
multiplied by the cosine of the declination/
A-45
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
II
!
!
!
!
!
]_ield
Figure B-7.
Cols.
75
76- 77
78- 80
Format for NGSP
De sc ription
standard deviation in Az (. 01 seconds of
arc)/ standard deviation in X angle (.01
degrees of arc)
Standard deviation in declination (seconds of
ar c)/ standard deviation in elevation angle
(seconds of arc)/ standard deviation in Y
angle (degrees of arc)
Standard deviation in declination (. 01
seconds of arc)/ standard deviation in elevation
angle (.01 seconds of arc)/standard deviation
in Y angle (.01 degrees of arc)
Covariance; sign incol 78 (+), (-),
decimal assumed between col 79 and 80.
Optical Observations (Sheet lO of i0)
A-_5
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l
!
I
!
!
I
!
l
I
l
I
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APPENDIX B
GEOS A PREDICTION SIMULATION TEST
SAMPLE TELETYPE MESSAGE
RR GOCC
FM : GOCC
TO:
SUBJ: GEOS A PREDICTION SIMULATION TESTS
THE FOLLOT_,rlNG NOMINAL GEOS A PP_EDICTIONS ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF _IE
PREDICTIONS YOUR STATION WILL BE RECEIVING AS PART OF THE GEOS PROGRAM.
THIS SIMULATION IS INTENDED TO VERIFY EXISTENCE OF TELETYPE FACILITES,
DETERMINE IF ANY PROBL_IS ARE ENCOUNTERED IN TRANSMISSION OF THIS DATA,
AND DETERMINE THE EXPEDIENCY WITH WHICH DATA CAN BE DISSEMINATED. IT
IS l_u'±' AN'J'_NDED TO BE A CHECK 0N THE PROGRAMMING ACCURACY OF THE GEOS
DATA ALTHOUGH THE DATA IS BASED ON NOMINAL GEOS PARAMETERS.
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE RECIPIENTS OF THIS TEST DO THE FOLLOWING:
1. IMMEDIATELY TRANSMIT BY TELETYPE TO THE SENDING STATION, ATTEN-
TION GOCC, THE PREDICTION IDENTIFICATION LINE, THE SATELLITE AND
STATION IDENTIFICATION LINE, THE PREDICTION ELEMENTS IDENTIFI-
CATION LINE, THE FIRST TWO ROWS OF DATA AND THE LAST TWO ROWS OF
DATA, EXACTLY AS RECEIVED IN THE TEST AND THE TIME AND DATE THE
TEST WAS RECEIVED.
2. IMMEDIATELY MARK THE TIME AND DATE OF RECEIPT ON THE RECEIVED
MESSAGE AND MAIL A COPY TO THE FOLLOWING:
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
ATTENTION: GEODETIC OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER
CODE 513
GREENBELT, MARYLAND U. S. A.
3. REVIEW FORMAT OF THE TEST DATA AND SUBMIT ANY COMMENTS OR
QUESTIONS WITH ITEM 2 OR BY SEPARATE MAIL TO THE SAME ADDRESS
AS FOR 2.
TEST PREDICTION
INTERNL PARTICIPANTS OPERATIONAL MUTUAL VISIBILITY GEOS PREDICTIONS
651oo
YYM_DD HHMMSS LONG LAT HT NF NL
651029 43112 36000 3974 1442 7 i
651029 43612 1518 5032 1407 7 i
651030 44012 35184 3778 1449 7 i
651030 44312 35964 4458 1430 7 i
651031 i0312 3429 2856 1468 7 i
651031 25812 1314 3705 1452 7 2
651031 45512 42 4903 1416 7 i
651101 11612 3446 3631 1455 7 i
651101 30412 35933 2765 1471 7 i
651101 31012 1229 4205 1441 7 i
651101 50612 35855 5120 1410 7 i
651102 32112 938 4461 1436 7 i
651102 51612 35302 5148 1411 7 i
651103 32912 35824 4053 1449 7 1
651103 33412 1381 5092 1415 7 i
651103 52512 34368 4995 14119 7 1
651104 14512 1490 3510 1462 7 1
651104 339±2 35250 4090 ±4DO 7 i
651104 34412 828 5121 1416 7 i
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APPENDIX C
GEODETIC OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER
GEOS-I OBSERVATIONAL PREDICTIONS
DISTRIBUTION AND PROCEDURES
I
I
I
I
I
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1.0 GENERAL
This procedure establishes the distribution procedures that
will be implemented for the distribution of teletype formatted
observational predictions throughout the GEOS A operations.
Since the GOCC is the operational control center and has opera-
tional responsibility for the satisfactory completion of the
mission objectives, it is very important that it be completely
cognizant of all data pertaining to the mission. The GOCC will,
therefore, be the central point for distribution and collection
of all GEOS data.
I
I
I
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2.0 DATA DISSEMINATION
The GOCC will be responsible for all data disseminated to
GEOS participants and as such must be informed and cognizant of
all information disseminated to participants concerning the
GEOS A mission. This will include operational and observational
predictions as well as ordinary message data. All message data
to any of the GEOS participants will either be routed through
the GOCC or will info the GOCC.
C-l
The following optical station predictions are to be
transmitted weekly through NETCON.
Station Station 0per.
Number Identification NASCOM TTY Ind. Pred.
Plate Reduct.
Pred.
1021 IBP01N GBPT X X
1022 IFTMYR GYRS X X
1024 iOOMER AOOM X X
1025 IQUIT0 GQUI X X
1026 1LIMAP GAPU X X
1028 1SNTAG GAG0 X X
1030 1MOJAV GAVE X X
1031 1JOBUR GBUR X X
1032 INEWFL GFLD X X
1033 ICOLEG GLGE X X
1034 iGFORK GRKS X X
1035 i_KFLD LWNK X X
104 2 1ROSMN GROS X X
2.1.2 Minitrack and P_RR Predictions
The Data Systems Division shall also provide the GOCC with
computer printouts of scheduled MVE's for Minitrack and P_zRR
station events. GOCC will interface with NETCON requesting
priority coverage by Minitrack and R&RR stations on these
passes. NETC0N shall include this information in their normal
operational predicts and scheduling operations. NETCON shall
include GOCC as an addressee on operational predictions and
scheduling messages that affect GEOS.
c-3
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The Data Systems Division shall be responsible for generat-
I
I
I
ing the optical predictions, producing 5-1evel teletype tapes
of the predictions, and for delivery of the teletype tapes to
the GOCC by start of the working day every Monday, on a continu-
ing basis as discussed below.
I
I
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2.1 STADAN PREDICTIONS
2.1.1 Optical Predictions
The Data Systems Division shall deliver to the GOCC oper-
ational and plate reduction predictions on teletype tape for each
of the supporting STADAN MOTS stations. These predictions are
to be separated and labeled as to network, station and type of
prediction. Long range prediction tapes for STADAN stations
will not be required, but printouts of the STADAN stations long
range predictions will be required as well as printouts of the
I
I
I
operational and plate reduction predictions and shall be delivered
on Monday along with the tapes. The printouts will be delivered
to NETCON and a copy kept in the GOCC files.
The GOCC will log in each prediction message received from
I
I
I
I
the Data Systems Division, check to insure all required tapes
are received, then log the messages out and deliver to NETCON
for teletype transmission to the stations. NETCON will be
responsible for transmitting the predictions to the STADAN MOTS
stations including GOCC as an addressee on each TTY prediction
message sent out. The GOCC will log the date and time of trans-
I mission of each prediction.
I
I C-2
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The following STADAN stations are to be scheduled through
NETCON, for Electronic MVE's.
i
I
I
I
Station No. Station Name NASCOM TTY Ind. Minitrack R&RR
I001 BP01NT GBPT X
1003 FTMYRS GYRS X
1005 QUITOE GQUI X
1006 LiMAPU GAPU X
1008 SNTAGO GAG0 X
1012 NEWFLD GFLD X
1013 COLEGE GLGE X
1014 GFORKS GRKS X
lO15 WNKFLD LWNK X
1016 JOBURG GBUR X
1017 MOJAVE GAVE X
1018 00MERA A00M X
1022 MADGAR LTAN
1026 ROSMAN GROS
1052 CARV0N ACR0
X
X
X
I
I
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2.2 USAF PREDICTIONS
The Data Systems Division shall deliver operation and long
range predictions on teletype punched paper tape to the GOCC
for the supporting USAF distribution centers. In this case,
tapes should not be segregated by station but by the USAF
distribution centers as listed below. Each tape shall be
labeled as to the type of prediction, i.e., operational or
long range, and the USAF distribution center to which it is
to be transmitted. These tapes will be logged in by the GOCC,
C-4
checked to insure all required tapes are received, then logged
out and delivered to the NASA Communications message center in
Building #3. Th Communications message center will transmit to
the appropriate distribution center via teletype in accordance
with the following. The GOCCwill log the date and time of the
transmltted data.
2.2.1 USAF Stations and TTY Distribution Centers for
Operational and Long Range Predictions
USAF
Dist. Center
Station Oper. Long Range
TTY Commo. Number Sta. Ident. Pred. Pred.
USAF ACADEMY Via DOD
Colorado Spgs
ATTN: Capt. Hallisey
"138 Ist GSS Via DOD
F.E. Warren AFB
ATTN: Stellar Camera
3400 USAFAC X
3400 USAFAC X
3401 BEDFRD X
3402 SEMMES X
3407 TRNDAD X
3106 ANTIGA X
34o6 CURAC0 X
3405 GRDTRK X
3404 SWANIS X
3648 HUNTER X
3647 DAUPHN X
3333 GRNVLE X
3657 ABERDN X
3861 HOMEST X
*ACIC
St. Louis, Mo.
ATTN: J. Johnson
(Same predict as for F. E. Warren)
710-326-0595 Via TWX
Lo Go Hanscom
Field
Bedford, Mass.
ATTN: Hadigeorge
3401 BEDFRD X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
* Multiaddress Msg Requiring only one GSTS Transmission.
c5
2.2,2 USAF Plate Reduction Predictions
The Data Systems Division will produce computer printouts of
the USAF stations plate reduction predictions rather than TTY
paper tape (regular printouts, not TTY prediction printouts).
!
The GOCC will mail the plate reduction prediction printouts along
with the normal weekly mall distribution to Headquarters ACIC
<_Ou),t__ Second _id Arsenal Streets, St. Louis, Mo. Plate
i
!
i
i
!
I
I
i
!
!
reduction predictions will be provided for each of the stations
listed under Paragraph 2.2.1.
2.3 SPECIAL OPTICAL STATION PREDICTIONS
The Data Systems Division shall deliver operational, long
range and plate reduction predictions on teletype paper tape to
the GOCC for the special optical stations supporting Mr. J. Berbert.
Individual tapes should be provided for each station, one tape
for operational and long range combined with a second tape for
plate reduction. Tapes will be logged into the GOCC, checked to
insure all predicts are received, then logged out and delivered
to the NASA Communications Message Center in Building #3. The
Communications Center shall transmit via TWX or other appropriate
teletype facilities to the following points. The GOCC shall
record the date time group of the transmitted data.
2.3.1 Special Optical Stations Distribution
i
!
!
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TTY Distribution
TWX 910-870-1560
Pan Am. College
Edinburg, Texas
ATTN: Prof. Engle
Station
Number Sta. Ident.
(4036) IEDINB
I036
0per. Long Range Plate
Pred. Pred. Reduc. Pred.
X X X
TWX 910-760-1442 (4037)
U. of Missouri 1037
Columbia, Mo.
ATTN: Dr. L.V. Holroyd
NOT CONFIRMED (4038)
i038
aBnA(NASC0M)
MOTS Site
ATTN: R. Gillihan
(4039)
1039
ITT TELEX
3450-418
U. of Puerto Rico
Rio Piedra,
Puerto Rico
ATTN: Prof. R. Arce
(4o4o)
i04o
NOT CONFIRMED (4041)
1041
TWX 910-931-2639 (4Q45)
U. of Denver I_5
Denver, Colo.
ATTN: Dr. D. Murcray
ICOLBA X X X
ISUI_X
IBEEMD X X X
IPURIO X X X
IJAMAX
IDENVR X X X
TELEPHONE (4043] IGSFCP
Mr. S. Genatt 1043
982-5300 (4050) GODLAS
lO5O
(4044)
IO44
NOT CONFIRMED
X X
LASER PREDICT
X
ICKVLE X X X
HOBE Sound (4071)
1071
Jupiter, Fla.
ATTN: L. Guerrero
TWX 305-546-5301
(4072)
1072
(4073)
1073
(4074)
1074
IJUM24 X X X
IJUM40 X X X
IJUPCI X X X
IJUBC4 X X X
c-7
2.4 SA0 STATIONS
The Data Systems Division shall deliver a single, time
ordered teletype operational prediction tape including all SA0
supporting stations. This prediction will be logged in by GOCC,
!
i
checked for completeness, then logged out and delivered to the
message center for teletype transmission to SAO over a NASCOM
teletype circuit (GSA0). C_CC will log the date/time group of the
! transmitted message.
Distribution Center Sta. No. Sta. Name 0per. Pred.
i
I
i
!
I
!
I
Smithsonian
Astrophysical
Observatory
TTY: GSA0 (NASCOM)
ATTN: R. Martin
9001 10RGAN X
9002 IOLFAN X
9O23 AUSBAK X
9004 ISPAIN X
9005 ITOKY0 X
9OO6 1NATOL X
9007 IQUIPA X
90O8 1SHRAZ X
9009 1CURAC X
9010 1JUPTR X
9011 1VILD0 X
9012 1MAUI0 X
9024 COLDLK X
2.5 INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPANTS
The Data Systems Division shall deliver a single station-ordered
operational and long range teletype prediction tape of scheduled
MVE's for the International Participants. This list will include
flash times for each of the International Participants. These
c-8
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two tapes will be logged in by the GOCC, checked for completeness,
and logged out to Communications. The tapes will be hand-carrled
to the Communications Center for teletype transmission to the
following. GOCC will log the date/time group of the transmitted
message.
Distribution Center TTY Commo Sta. No. Sta. Ident.
0per. L.R.
Pred Pred
International
Participants
ATTN: Col Kelsey/
D. Smith
LCHT 8001 MUNCHN X X
8002 BOCHUM X X
8004 BRNSCH X X
8005 FKFURT X X
8006 BAMBRG X X
8007 TUROLA X X
8O08 UPPALA X X
8009 DELFTH X X
8010 ZIMWLD X X
8011 MALVRN X X
8012 MEUDON X X
8013 ROYORS X X
8014 ATHENS X X
8015 HAUTEP X X
2.6 USC&GS
The Data Systems Division shall deliver predictions in computer
printout form to the GOCC for the USC&GS. GOCC will notify USC&G
who will send a courier to pick up the data. GOCC will keep
records of the transaction in log form.
Station Number Station Identification
6107 LYNNLK
6108 CMBDGE
6113 TIMINS
6114 HALFAX
c-9
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Station Number Station Identification
6115 G00SEB
6116 FROBAY
6002 BELTVL
6121 STJOHN
I
i
I
I
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2.7 AMS
AMS computer printouts will be handled in the same manner
as USG&GS.
Station Number Station Identification
5861 HOMEFL
5333 GREENV
5648 FTWART
5001 HERNDN
I
I
I
2.8 APL
APL will not receive MVF_ teletype predictions from the GOCC
as they will generate their own from the APL Light Flash Request.
The Data Systems Division will generate the APL Light Flash
Request for seven days of flash times. The Data Systems Division
I
I
i
shall deliver the teletype paper tape of the seven days of flash
times to the GOCC, one week in advance of the scheduled times.
The GOCC will transmit the APL Light Flash Request tape to
APL on the APL-GOCC direct circuit in accordance with the estab-
lished teletype message handling procedures, keeping record of the
receipt and transmission in the GOCC log.
C -i0
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APPENDIX D
GEOS DATA DISTRIBUTION
MEMORANDUM
TO: DISTRIBUTION
FM: J.B. Zegalia
SUBJ:
October i, 1965
T&DS Manager, Geodetic Satellites
Dissemination of GEOS A Data
This memorandum describes the GEOS A data, delineates re-
sponsibilities and defines the procedures to be followed in hand-
ling and distributing GEOS A data to the various Principal Investi-
gators and Participants.
i. 0 GENERAL
The GEOS A data will be generated on a weekly basis by the
DSD and sent out to each designated participant under the guid-
ance and direction of the GOCC. Initially, approximately 20 sets
of optical data will be prepared_ each "data package" approxi-
mating six inches in height, consisting of five sets of com-
puter printouts. As the program gets underway, the electronic
mutual visibility event data and history data will be generated
in addition to that for o_ical observations and will probably
increase the size of the data package" from the initial size of
6 inches to approximately 18 inches of computer printouts. In
addition, data will have to be provided for International
Participants as well as for electronic network distribution
centers increasing the number of "data packages" by approximately
20 plus 4 respectively_ thereby, bringing the total to about 44
sets each containing a stack of bound printouts approximately
18 inches.
2.0 RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROCEDURES
The DSD under the direction of the GEOS 0CE will be respon-
sible for generating the GEOS A data on a weekly basis. The DSD
will also be responsible for seeing the data through the bursting
and binding operation; for ensuring that space is provided for
storing the data in the EAM Room until it can be picked up by the
mail room; for ensuring that the bound data volumes are properly
stacked on shelves and segregated in stacks according to type of
D-I
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data; and for ensuring that the data are bound and stacked by the
proper time.
The Information Dissemination Group will be responsible for
packaging or binding the data in accordance with the distribution
list to be provided by the GOCC and for providing the proper labels
for shipment. They will also be responsible for seeing that the
mail room picks up the data in time for shipment, requesting special
mail pickup when required.
The GOCC will be responsible for providing the mailing list
and list of contents for each data package to the Information
Dissemination Group and for advising the DSD of the proper num-
ber of copies to produce. GOCC will coordinate on an overall basis
to ensure that the data gets produced, collated, packaged, and
shipped on time, in the correct quantities and to the proper
participants. The GOCC will also be responsible for ensuring
that each recipient acknowledges receipt of the "data package"
by teletype message and for keeping a log of data sent by network
and station, the date sent, date received, and acknowledged and
a list of the printouts contained in the "data package." For the
initial distributions, GOCC will provide special assistance to
the Information Dissemination Group to help in getting the data
ready for distribution.
3.0 INITIAL DISTRIBUTION
The initial distribution list will consist of the following
printout lists:
List #i
List #2
List #3. i
List #3.2
Mutual Visibility Events List
Mutual Visibility Events Condensed List
Network Ordered Mutual Visibility Events List
Listing of all teletype prediction messages
Tracking Complement List
The initial distributions will consist of the above data
distributed to the following participants:
i. Mr. John S. McCall I Set
Geodesy Branch, Engineering Office
Chief of Engineers
Department of Army
Washington, D. C.
2. Lt/Cdr. C. J. Limerick, Jr. i Set
Bureau of Naval Weapons
Code RTMS-3
Department of Navy
Washington, D. C.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
i0.
ii.
12.
Capt. Lawrence Swanson
Building #i
Washington Science Center
Coast and Geodetic Survey
Rockville, Maryland
I Set
Mr. 0. W. Williams
Air Force Cambridge Laboratories
OAR CRJ L. G. Hanscom Field
Bedford, Massachusetts
i Set
Mr. John Berbert
Code 536
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
i Set
Dr. Ivan I. Mueller
The Ohio State University
Department of Geodetic Science
164 West 19th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio - 43210
i Set
Dr. Charles Lundquist
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
60 Garden Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts
i Set
Mr. William M. Kaula i Set
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics
University of California
Los Angeles, California
Headquarters ACIC (ACOC)
Second and Arsenal Streets
St. Louis, Missouri
i Set
1381st Geodetic Survey Squadron
F. E. Warren Air Force Base
Wyoming, 82003
Attention: Stellar Camera
i Set
Col. J. Kelsey
Directorate of Military Survey
Survey 6,
Elmwood Avenue
Feltham, Middlesex
United Kingdom
I Set
Mr. J. Rosenberg
Code SG
NASA Headquarters
2 Sets
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13. Geodetic Operations Control Center (GOCC) 2 Sets
Code 513
GSFC
14. F. E. Lerch 3 Sets
Data Systems Division
Code 547
GSFC
15. Dr. Siry i Set
Code 547
GSFC
16. D. Quiry i Set
Code 537
NETCON
GSFC
4.0 REGULAR DISTRIBUTION
As the program progresses, additional lists will be generated
increasing the size of the "data package." The lists generated
by the DSD will consist of the following:
List #1
List #2
List #3.i
List #3.2
List #4
List #5
List #6
List #7
Mutual Visibility Events List
Mutual Visibility Events Condensed List
Network Ordered Mutual Visibility Events List
List of Teletype Prediction Messages
Time Ordered List of Potential Radio MVE's
Condensed List of Potential Electronic MVE's
History Tape Listing
Histogram of Station Participation
Tracking Complement List
The following distribution will receive Lists i, 2, 3.1,
3.2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and the Tracking Complement List.
i. Mr. John S. McCall i Set
Geodesy Branch, Engineering Office
Chief of Engineers
Department of Army
Washington, D. C.
2. Lt/Cdr. C. J. Limerick, Jr. i Set
Bureau of Naval Weapons
Code RTMS-3
Department of Navy
Washington, D. C.
I
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
i0.
Ii.
Capt. Lawrence Swanson
Building #i
Washington Science Center
Coast and Geodetic Survey
Rockville, Maryland
Mr. 0. W. Williams
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
OAR CRJ L. C. Hanscom Field
Bedford, Massachusetts
i Set
i Set
Mr. John Berbert
_uue jOu
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
i Set
Dr. Ivan I. Mueller
The Ohio State University
Department of Geodetic Science
164 West 19th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210
i Set
Dr. Charles Lundquist
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
60 Garden Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts
i Set
Mr. William M. Kaula i Set
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics
University of California
Los Angeles, California
Headquarters ACIC (ACOC)
Second and Arsenal Streets
St. Louis, Missouri
Attention: Mr. Johnson
i Set
1381st Geodetic Survey Squadron
F. E. Warren Air Force Base
Wyoming, 82033
Attention: Stellar Camera
i Set
Col. J. Kelsey
Directorate of Military Survey
Survey 6
Elmwood Avenue
Feltham, Middlesex
United Kingdom
i Set
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12.
13.
I.
15.
16.
17.
Mr. J. Rosenberg
Code SG
NASA Headquarters
2 Sets
Geodetic Operations Control Center (GOCC)
Code 513
GSFC
2 Sets
F. E. Lerch
Data Systems Division
Code 547
GSFC
3 Sets
Dr. Siry
Code 547
GSFC
i Set
NETCON
Code 537
GSFC
I Set
Mr. Robert Frazer
Applied Physics Laboratory
Johns Hopkins University
Howard County Laboratory
Scaggsville, Maryland
2 Sets
18. Army Map Service 2 Sets
SECOR Division
Herndon_ Virginia
The International Participants will receive lists i, 2_ 3.1,
3.2_ 6, and the Tracking Complement List in accordance with the
following distribution.
19. Acaddimician Y. Vaisala I Set
Puolalanpuisto i,
Turku, Finland
20. Monsieur P. Muller i Set
0bservatoire De Meudon
Seine-Et-Dise, France
21. Direktor Karminsky i Set
Sternwarte DDR Stadt Bochum
4630 Bochum
Blankensteiner Strasse 200A
Germany
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
Professor Dr. M. Kneissl
B. Akademie Der Wissenschaften
8 Munchen 22
Marstallplatz 8, Germany
Direktor Dr. Aing H. Knorr
Institut Fur Angewandte Geodasie
Frankfurt/Main
Kennedy-Allee 151, Germany
Professor Dr. Aing Marzahn
Technische Universitat Berlin
Hardenbergstrasse, Germany
Dr. Websr
Deutsche Forschungsanstatt Fur Luftfahrt
Braunschweig Flughafen, Germany
Direktor Dr. Strohmeier
Remeis - Sternwarte
Bamberg, Germany
Dr. G. Veis
National Technical University of Athens
Athens, Greece
Professor G. Bruins
Technical University
Delft, Holland
Professor Dr. Lars Asplund
Rickets Allmanna Kartverk
Fack,
Vallingby i, Sweden
Professor Dr. M. Schurer
Astronomical Institute
Berne, Switzerland
Satellite Tracking Section
Royal Observatory
Edinburgh 9, U. K.
J. Hewitt Esq.
Optics Division
Royal Radar Establishment
Malvern, Worcs., U. K.
_-7
i Set
I Set
i Set
i Set
i Set
I Set
i Set
i Set
I Set
i Set
i Set
33.
34.
35.
General R. C. A. Edge
Ordnance Survey
Leatherhead Road
Chessington, Surrey, U. K.
D. E. Smith Esq.
Radio and Space Research Station
Detton Park
Slough, Bucks, U. K.
Directorate of Military Survey
Survey 6
Elmwood Avenue
Feltham, Middx., U. K.
i Set
i Set
i Set
hgg/bjs
John B. Zegalia
T&DS Manager, Geodetic Satellites
CC" Mr. E. Murphy - GOCC
Mr. E. Doll - DSD
Mr. F. Lerch - DSD
Mr. R. Adams - Info. Dissem. Group
Mr. J. Rosenberg - NASA Hq.
!
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APPENDIX E
GEOS A OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST
PHASE TWO
OPTICAL PARTICIPANTS
I
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1.0 GENERAL
Phase one of the GEOS A Readiness Tests was intended only
to familiarize the International Participants with the observa-
tional prediction formats, operational and observational report
formats, and various computer listings of flashing light data,
etc.
This phase, phase two, is intended to check out the following:
a. Operation of the spacecraft's memory and flashing light
subsystem.
b. Optical Participants station operations in interpreting
GEOS predictions, performing optical tracking of the GEOS A
spacecraft, and preparation of operational reports.
c. Operational checkout of the GSFC GEOS computer programs
for observational prediction generation and flashing light
schedules generation.
d. Operational checkout of APL injection tape programs and
the injection stations operation.
e. Operation of the GOCC for handling observational data
in an expeditiously and accurate manner.
2.0 TEST OUTLINE
This test will provide GEOS A flash schedule predictions to
the GEOS Optical Participants and flashing light sequences for
a 1-week period during the spacecraft's calibration period.
The DSD shall generate teletype formatted operational pre-
dictions and plate reduction predictions for each of the partici-
pating optical stations. International Participants will require
the operational station ordered predictions, rather than the
operational time ordered predictions. A minimum of seven flashing
light sequences shall be scheduled for each optical station in the
1-week period. Predictions shall be prepared one week in advance
of the test period. The DSD shall also provide the APL Light Flash
Request for generation of the injection tapes.
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The GOCC shall transmit the predictions to the stations in
the normal manner and shall transmit the APL Light Flash Request
to the APL/SCC.
APL will be responsible for preparing the injection tape in
the established manner and for affecting the spacecraft injection
for the requested flash events.
Each participant should try to observe a minimum of three
of the seven scheduled sequences during the weeks period. Each
participant shall complete the Weekly Field Station Optical Report
at the end of the test period and submit to the GSB_D Geodetic
Operations Control Center in the prescribed manner. The obser-
vational data shall be submitted to the GSFC-Geodetic Satellite
Data Center as soon as possible, in the prescribed manner.
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APPENDIX F
GEOS A READINESS TEST
OPTICAL STATION TELETYPE MESSAGE
TO : (ALL GEOS-0PTICAL PARTICIPanTS)
FROM: GEODETIC OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER
SUBJECT: GEOS A READINESS TESTS (0PTICAL)
GEOS A P2.a__LNE.q_ _ T_ _TAT!S_Y _rW_T_U _n= mw_ WEEK _
-- m.._v _ x..#__ v ._..i.,_ d-- V.LL -_..L J..LJ V_"
NOVEMBER 30 THROUGH DECEMBER 6 INVOLVING ALL VISIBLE OPTICAL
PARTICIPANTS. THE GOCC WILL PROVIDE OPERATIONAL AND PLATE REDUCTION
PREDICTS FOR THE SCHEDULED FLASHING LIGHT EVENTS TO THE INDIVIDUAL
OPTICAL PARTICIPANTS OR NETWORK DISTRIBUTION CENTER IN ACCORDANCE
ESTABLISHED DISTRIBUTION PROCEDURES. OPERATIONAL PREDICTS FOR THIS
TEST ARE TENTATIVELY SCHEDULED TO BE DISTRIBUTED NOVEMBER 23. PLATE
REDUCTIONS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED SEVERAL DAYS LATER.
EACH VISIBLE OPTICAL PARTICIPANT WILL BE REQUESTED TO RECORD SEVERAL
EVENTS OUT OF THE SCHEDULED EVENTS FOR THE WEEK. EACH PARTICIPANT
IS REQUESTED TO COMPLETE AND SUBMIT THE WEEKLY FIELD STATION OPTICAL
REPORT TO THE GOCC, BY TELETYPE _ERE POSSIBLE, AT THE END OF THE
TEST PERIOD.*
THE OPTICAL OBSERVATION DATA IS TO BE SUBMITTED, BY MAIL, TO THE
GSFC - GEODETIC SATELLITE DATA CENTER IN ACCORDANCE WITH ESTABLISHED
FORMATS. IT IS DESIRED TO OBTAIN THIS DATA AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
I
I
|
* MODIFIED BY FOLLOW-UP MESSAGE TO REPORT DAILY.
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APPENDIX G
TYPICAL OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST (PHASE 2)
TELETYPE OPERATIONAL MUTUAL VISIBILITY PREDICTION
#
GOC_7A
RR GOCC
DE GSTS _51
23/2128z
FM GEODETIC OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER
TO DLD/UNIV OF PUERTO RICO ATTN PROF. R ARCE
INF0 GOCC
SUBJECT - GEOS A READINESS TEST PREDICTIONS
MOTS OPERATIONAL MUTUAL VISIBILITY PREDICTIONS FOR GEOS
65891 IPURIO I@4@
YYMMDD HHMMSS AZ
65113_ _33212 14415
6512_i _33512 23169
6512_2 _34412 35544
6512_3 _13612 14419
6512_3 _34412 27715
6512_3 _34812 33843
6512_4 _13812 16411
6512_4 _14712 _8691
6512_4 _35412 34519
6512_5 _14412 16473
6512_5 _35912 34381
6512_6 _14712 183_3
6512_6 _4_212 33_2
EL LHA DEC NL
8278 -_432 _1237 3
7198 _1415 _666 3
5579 _419 _5232 3
3_55 -_3568 -3_26 2
5534 _3663 _1897 4
5_94 _227_ _5311 3
2893 -951834 -4}_37 4
4_36 -_5165 _14_i 4
3716 _3154 _67_7 3
4_51 -_133_ -2953 2
2984 _4884 _7126 3
3837 _284 -333_ 3
286_ _6377 _6_72 3
24/_32Z NOV GSTS
I
I
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APPENDIX H
TYPICDJL OPERATIONAL RE&DINESS TEST (PHASE 2)
TELETYPE PLATE REDUCTION PREDICTION
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FROM:
TO:
SUBJ :
APPENDIX I
GEOS A OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST (PHASE 2)
coCC, GSFC STATION OPTICAL REPORT S_ARY
J. Rosenberg, F. Lerch, J. Berbert, API _razer, WOLF/Finegar
Station Optical Report Summary r
The following is a summary of station reports from MVE conducted on
30 November, 1965.
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
. Scheduled Times (Z)
30/0321
3O/O332
30/0543
30/0556
3O/0744
3O/0750
30/1921
30/2345
30/0928
30/1307
30/15o6
30/i731
30/1943
2. Reports
STATION
IGSFCP
IPURIO
BLDVLE
LYNNqLK
TIMINS
C_.,OSEB
STJOIlN
_:OMEST
IzALI._AX
GR ;','VLE
ABERDN
I)AUPIIN
S12.X,_F.S
1i i _NTER
i ['qNYR
IWNKFL
IBPOIN
IROSMA
II]ENVR
IQUIRD
IJUP24
NOTE:
FU_SH TIMES (z)
SKED ACTUAL
30/0543
30/0332
30/0543
30/0744
30/0950
30/0543
30/0744
30/0543
30/0543
30/0332
30/0543
30/0543
30/0543
30/0543
30/0543
30/0543
30/0543
30/0332
30/0543
30/0556
30/2345
30/0543
30/0543
30/0744
30/0543
30/0744
30/0950
30/0321
30/0332
30/0332
30/0543
RESULTS REMARKS
Reference Appendix A, Figure I0, for
Interpretation of Results.
I-1
30/0543 II 820 none
30/0332 11320 none
30/0543 I1810 none
30/0744 90001 none
30/0950 90001
30/0543 90001 none
30/0741¢ 90001
30/0543 90001 nolle
30/0543 90001 none
30/0332 128X0 none
30/0543 128X0
30/0543 90001 none
30/0543 138X0 n_ne
30/0543 II8X0 none
30/0543 148X0 none
30/0543 90uu2 none
30/0543 940001 (as sent)
30/0332 90000 none
30/0543 90000
30/0556 93003 none
30/2345 94001
30/0543 II 910 none
30/0543 11710 none
30/07_4 11920
30/0543 11820 none
03/0744 II 820 none
30/0950 ] 1820 none
30/0321 94001 none
30/0332 94001 non e
30/0332 90001 non e
30/0543 90001 none
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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l
i
I
I
I
!
l
STATION
IJUP40
IJUBC4
IJUPCI
IEDINB
IJOBUR
IBERMD
IMOJAV
1LIMAP
IGFORK
INEWFL
IOOMER
IORGAN
IOI,FAN
ISPAIN
il_3KYO
iNATOL
iQUI PA
IS};_b%Z
ICURAC
IJUPTR
IVILDO
IMAUIO
AUSBAK
SKED
30/0332
% 30/0543
• 30/0332
30/0543
30/0332
30/0543
30/07zP4
30/1921
30/0332
30/0543
30/0744
30/0950
30/0321
30/0543
30/0744
30/0950
30/0543
30/074Y4
30/0950
30/1921
30/2345
30/1536
30/1731
30/1943
30/0321
30/1943
30/0321
30/0332
30/0332
30/0543
30/07zP4
30/0321
30/0928
30/1307
ACTUAL
30/0332
30/0543
30/0332
30/0543
30/0332
30/0543
30/0744
30/1921
30/0332
30/0543
30/0740
30/0950
30/0321
30/05;43
3 0/07/4A.
30/0950
30/0543
30/1104
30/0744
30/0950
30/1921
30/2345
30/1536
30/1731
30/1943
30/0321
30/1943
30/0321
30/0332
30/0332
3C/0543
30/07zI._.
30/0321
30/0928
30/1307
I-2
RESVLTS
90001
90001
90001
90001
90O01
90001
11710
90003
13820
13820
12920
12520
94001
14930
14930
90001
90001
94001
13630
90002
90004
90004
90004
90002
13830
90004
11710
14720
13710
90001
90001
12710
90004
R_._RKS
D ne
i ,ne
none
n one
none
none
first plate using 18 rains.
developing time & 3 lamp
flashes are easily seen.
none
none
photo taken at wrong LHA
due to operators error.
displacement very small
and difficult to determine
stars from flashes.
non e
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
report not yet received
report not yet received
no predict, elevation too low.
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
non e
none
none
none
FRfkM : GOCC, GSFC
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
70: J. Rosenberg, F. Lerch, J. Berbert, APL/Frazer, WOLF/Finegar
SUBJ: Station Optical Report Summary
The following is a summary of station reports from MVE conducted on
! December, 1965.
I ° Scheduled times (Z)
01/0152
01/0321
0i/0335
01/0546
01/0739
• 01/1109
01/0757
01/1912
2. Reports
S TATI ON
FLASH TIMES (Z)
SKED ACTUAL _S_TS REMARKS
I
I
I
i
I
IGSFCP
1PUR10
IN_
1MOJAV
BE DFRD
IGFORK
BLTVLE
LYNNLK
GOOSEB
TIMINS
ST JOHN
FROBAY
IEDINB
IWNK |"_.
IJUP24
01/0546 01/0543
01/0757 01/0757
01/0335 01/0335
01/0757 01/0757
01/0739 01/0739
01/0546 01/0546
01/0757 01/0757
01/0546 01/0546
01/0757 01/0757
01/0546 01/0546
01/0757 01/0757
01/0757 01/0757
01/1200 01/1200
01/0757 01/0757
01/0546 01/0546
01/0757 01/0757 -
01/0757 01/0757
01/0757 01/0757
• 01/0546 01/0546
01/0152 01/0152
01/0335 01/0335
01/0546 01/0546
11820
13820
11710
11910
11510
11810
90004
90001
90001
11813
11810
90001
90001
13820
90001
90001
14830
13820
90001
ii]i0
11920
11720
none
no ne
Further scrutinizing of
plate reveals two light
sou ces at following
cardinals: ist 02.36.40 R.A.
45 deg 50.4 rains Dec.
2nd 02.23.48 R.A. 49 deg
31.1 rains Dec.
none
Photo taken. Plate not
yet examined
No photo. Sight limitation.
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
non e
none
none
none
n one
I
I
T-3
ii ]
I
l
I
I
I
I
!
i
I
!
I
I
nl
I
I
u
II
' I
I
STATION
IJUP40
IJUPCI
IJUBCI4
IBPOIN
100MER
IQUITO
IROSMA
]JOBUR
]CI_LBA
IIOMEST
ABERDN
GRNVLE
IlUNTER
SEMMES
DAUPILN
IPURIO
[FTMYR
1BERMD
ILIMAP
CMBDGE
HALFAX
1SATAG
IORGAN
IOLFAN
1SPAIN
1TOKYO
1NATOL
1QU IPA
1S[IRAZ
1CUR AC
IJUPTR
IVILDO
IMAUIO
AUSBAK
SKED
01/0335
01/0546
01/0335
01/0546
01/0335
01/0546
01/0546
01/1109
01/0321
01/0335
01/0546
01/1914
01/0546
01/0335
01/0546
01/0546
01/0546
01/0335
01/0546
01/0546
01/0546
01/0335
01/0335
01/0546
01/0335
01/0546
01/0321
01/0757
01/1200
01/0546
01/0757
01/0321
01/0546
01/0739
01/0152
01/0321
01/0335
01/0546
01/1109
ACTUAL
01/0335
01/0546
01/0335
01/0546
01/0335
01/0546
01/0546
01/1109
01/0321
01/0335
01/0546
01/1914
01/0546
01/0335
Ol/0546
Ol/0546
01/0546
01/0335
01/0546
01/0546
01/0546
01/0335
Ol/0335
01/0546
01/0335
01/0546
01/0321
01/0757
01/1200
01/05/;6
01/0757
01/0321
01/0546
01/0739
01/1914
01/0152
01/1344
01/1737
01/1948
01/0321
01/1737
01/1948
01/0335
01/0335
01/0546
01/0321
01/0944
01/1109
I-4
RESULTS
90003
I172Q
11920
11220
11920
11920
90004
91 O04
94001
94001
11910
12920
11710
94001
94001
94001
128X0
93002
93002
128X0
128X0
11710
11710
11710
90001
90001
94001
9ooo 
90001
13820
90001
12120
14720
90001
11710
90001
90004
11710
11710
90002
11710
REMARKS
none
non e
none
none
none
none
Photo taken. Plate broken
when removed fr om p late
holder.
Unable to take photo due
to shack limits. CameKa
limits reached at -60
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
n one
none
n one
n one
none
none
n one
n one
none
none
none
none
no event
no event
no event
no event
no event
no event
power failure
report not yet received
iII¸
I
l
I
I
I
I!
I
I
I
FI
I
i
I
Ii
STATION
IOLFAN
1SPAI N
ICA)LBA
SKED ACTUAL RESULTS
LATE RECEIPT OF RESULTS FOR 30 NOVIKMBER 1965
30/1921 30/1921
30/2345 30/2345
30/05_3 30/0543
30/0744 30/0744
1171o
11110
11710
11320
I-5
REMARKS
IH
I
I
i
I
i
I
I
II
I
FROM :
TO:
SUBJ :
GOCC, GSFC
J. ROSENBERG, F. LERCH, J. BERBERT, WOLF/FINEGAR, APL/FRAZER
STATION OPTICAL REPORT SIMMARY
The following is a summary of station reports from MVE
conducted on 2 December, 1965
i. Scheduled Times (Z)
"02/0113 *02/0600
"02/0155 *02/0750
"02/0331 "02/1124
*02/0344 "02/1206
*02/0404 02/1403
*02/0545 02/1921
NOTE: *Injection for indicated times was two hours late. Participating stations
were informed of the two hour late memory injection by message, and were informed,
"All participating optical stations are relieved of any responsibility for observing
the flashing light events for this period."
2. Reports
FLASH TIMES (Z)
STATION SKED ACTUAL RESULTS
iBER_MX 02/03/_4 90001
IJOBUR 02/1929 02/1929 14920
IOO_ER 02/1124 91004
IJUPI4 02/03_ 90001
02/0545 90004
iJUP40 02/03024 90001
02/0545 90004
IJUPCI 02/0344 90001
02/0545 90004
IJUBC4 02/03Z_4 90001
02/0545 90004
IQUITO 02/0331 94001
IBPOiN 02/0344 90004
02/0545 90004
C&GS
ICSVCP 02/03_ 92004
I 02/0545 92004
...........N 3 4 1 8X0
?,.,STD 02/0344 128X0
I if;i_ _ \_ r_ 02/0545 94001]I XTER 3 4 i 18X0
02/0545 I 18XO
_._.,_S 02/0344 II 8X0
02/0545 94001
DAUPILN 02/034/4 I 18X0
I 02/0545 94001
REMARKS
Cancelled GOPS 01/2022Z
Cancelled by GOPS 01/2002Z
All station - Events on
Day 651202 not taken due
to error in flash time.
Cancelled by GOPS
01/2001Z
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STATI ON
USAFAC
IORGAN
IOLFAN
ISPAIN
! _ KYO
INAiDL
IQUIPA
1SiLRAZ
ICURAC
IJUPTR
IVILDO
IMAUIO
AUS BAK
SKED ACTITA],
-.--...,.--,--..__
02/05z+5
02/0545
02/0750
02/1929
02/0155
02/21/46
i%.% /-I _£-
v/-I iJ__2
02/1741
02/0113
02/0331
02/1741
02/1942
02/0331
02/0344
02/0344
02/0544
02/05/45
02/0113
02/09;48
02/1124
I-?
RESULTS
91004
11510
12710
11710
90001
90004
9000/4
11710
11710
13710
12910
REMARKS
no even t
no event
unclassified troubiez
no predict - _levat_on
too low
no event
no even t
no event
no event
no event
no event
no event
!ll
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FR C_M :
TO :
SUkj :
GOCC, GSFC
.7. Rosenberg, F. Lerch, J. Berbert, WOLF/Finegar, APL/Frazer
Station Optical Summary Report
The following is a summary of station reports from MVE conducted on
3 December, 1965.
I. Scheduled Times (Z)
03/0[16 03/0344 03/0759 03/1407
03/0132 03/0348 03/0811 03/1614
03/0136 03/0545 03/1117 03/1923
03/0159 03/0602 03/1209 03/1934
2. Reports
STATTCN
BEDFRD
FLASH TI_S (Z)
SKE D ACTUAL
03/0348 03/0348
ILI_%P
IBERMX
]GSFCP
;;'k)J AV
[l_PO 1 N
IG FOR K
1I.,'3NYR
l N I:;WFL
1JOf';,R
lOON; ,R
03/0602
03/0132 03
03/0344 03
03/0348 03
03/0344 03
03/0348 03
03/0602
03/0545
03/0759
03/0344
03/0348
03/0602
03/0759
03/0344
03/0348
03/0602
03/0811
03/0602
/0132
/0344
/0348
/O344
/0348
03/0602
03/0545
03/0759
03/0344
03/0348
03/0602
03/0759
03/0344
03/0348
03/0602
03/0811
03/1923 03/i923
03/1934 03/1934
03/1117 03/1117
, ,,ubYlA
1 DENVR
03/0159 03/0159
03/0344 03/0344
03/0348 03/0348
03/0136 03/0136
03/0344 03/0344
03/0348 03/0348
03/0545 03/0545
03/0759 03/0759
RESULTS
13820
90004
94001
13820
13820
94001
94001
94001
91003
Ii}i0
94001
13920
94001
90001
90001
90001
11920
11920
11720
90001
92002
94001
90001
90001
11710.
11710
1.710
12820
12820
REMARKS
Photo taken-Plate not
developed
No photo sight limitation
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
n one
none
none
none
no photo-cloud cover
no photo-cloud cover
non e
none
none
none
no photo, camera focusing
undecadjustmeut, ai_o
intermittent cloud.
none
none
nine
none
none
none
none
none
z-8
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I
I
STATI (IN
1QUITO
IJUP24
IJUP40
IJUPCI
1JUBC4
1EDI NB
SKED
03/0132
03/0344
03/0344
03/0348
03/034/4
03/0348
03/03/4/4
03/0348
03/0344
03/0348
03/03414
03/0545
ACTUAL
03/0132
0 3/03ZP4
03/0344
03/0348
03/0344
03/0348
03/0314/4
03/0348
03/03_4
03/03_8
03/03_
0310545.
RESbLTS
94001
94001
13920
13920
137.20
13720
13920
13920
13920
13920
90001
90001
REMARKS
none
none
none
none
n one
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
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FROM: GOCC, GSFC
TO: J. Rosenberg, F. Lerch, J. Berbert,
SUBJ: Station Optical Report Summary
The following is a summary of station
4 December, 1965.
i. Scheduled Times (Z)
04/0120
04/0138
04/0147
04/0340
STATION
INEWFL
IBERMD
ILIMAP
IMOJAV
IBPOIN
IGFORK
iFTMYR
1EDiNB
1JOBLIR
IQUITO
]W_KFL
;OOMER
]JU,'[4
04/0354
04/0413
0U/0557
0U/0758
04/0802
04/0809
04/1134
04/1213
IJUP40
IJUPCI
IJUBC4
IROSMA
iSNTAG
ISdRIO
IGSFCP
SKED
04/0354
04/0147
0g/035%
04/0138
04/03U0
04/0557
04/0802
04/0354
04/0557
04/0802
04/0809
04/0354
O4/0557
04/1928
04/0138
04/0340
04/0413
04/1134
04/0354
04/0557
04/0354
0410557
0410354
0410557
04/0354
0410557
04'0354
04'0557
04/0120
04/0138
04/0147
04/0354
04/0354
ACTUAL
0410354
0410147
0410354
04/0138
0410340
0410557
04'0802
04/0354
04/0557
0410802
04/0809
04/0354
04/0357
04/0557
04/1928
04/0138
0410340
0410413
0411134
0410354
0410557
04'0354
04/0557
04/0354
0_/0557
04/0354
04/0557
04/0354
04/0557
04/0120
04/0138
04/0147
04/0354
04/0354
0_/0557
I-lO
WOLF/Finegar, APL/Frazer
reports from MVE conducted on
o_/14ol
04/1928
04/2154
RESULTS REMARKS
90001
12820
13820
94001
94001
11320
11710
94001
94001
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
11920
94001
94001
94001
12924
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
12910
11220
11620
11710
11320
94001
94001
Pred ictions Misinterpretated
n one
none
I
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S ,.TAI!ON
iDENVR
1COL BA
ABERDN
GRNVLE
DAU PHN
HOMEST
HUNTER
SEMMES
USAFAC
COLEGE
ICURAC
IJUPTR
IVILDO
]MAUIO
AU S BAN
IORGAN
IOLFAN
ISPAIN
ITO KYO
INATOL
IQUIPA
ISiIRAZ
30 NOV_M B_
COLEGE
O] DECEMBER
IVILDO
02 DECEMBER
COLEGE
03 DECEMBER
COLEGE
,_O>_EST
ABERDN
GRNVLE
SKED ACTUAL RESULTS REMARKS
04/O557
04/0802
04/0354
04/O557
04/0S02
04/O354
04/0557
04/0354
04/0557
04/0354
04/0557
0410354
04/0354
04/0557
04/0354
04/0557
04/1213
04/0147
04/0340
04/0354
04/0354
04/0557
04/0120
0410748
04/1134
04/0557
04/0802
04/1928
04/2154
04/1401
04/1748
04/0138
04/0340
04/1748
3O/0950
01/0321
02/1403
03/1209
03/1407
03/1614
03/0344
03/0348
03/0348
03/0344
03/0348
03/0545
04/0557
04/0802
04/0354
04/0557
04/0802
04/0354
04/0557
04/0354
04/0557
04/0354
04/0557
04/0354
04/0354
04/0557
04/0354
04/0557
04/04_7
04/1213
04/0147
0410340
0'_I0354
0410354
04/0557
0%/0120
0410748
04/1134
0410557
04/0802
04/1928
04/2154
04/1401
04/1748
04/0138
04/0340
04/1748
LATE RECEIPTS
30/0950
01/0321
02/1403
03/1209
03/1407
03/1614
03/03_4
03/0348
03/0348
03/034_.
03/0348
03/0545
12920
12920
90001 none
90001 none
11710 none
94001 none
94001 none
128X0 none
e
138X0 none
94001 n_e
94001 none
II8X0 none
94001 none
94001 none
94001 none
94001 none
II 8X0 none
91004
14520
report not yet received.
unclassified troubles.
90001
90001
90001 unclassified troubles
11710
1_II0
12310
12710
12710
90004 unclassified troubles
12710
90004 shot not found
90001
90001
90004 unclassified troubles
Camera undergoing modification
91004 camera undergoing mofification.
13710
94001
11930 Camera not clearly focused
i1930 Camera not clearly focused
11930 Camera not clearly focused
138X0
94001
94001
94001
94001
94001
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STATION
HUNTER
SI_4MES
I_P_
IVILDO
IMAU I0
AUSBAK
SKED
03/03LP4
03/0348
03/0344
03/0348
03/0545
03/0344
03/034 8
03/0545
03/0116
03/0132
03/0741
03/09/45
03/1117
ACTUAL
03/0344
03/0348
03/0344
03/0348
03/0545
03/0344
03/0348
03/05_5
03/0116
03/0132
03/0741
03/0945
03/1117
RESULTS
138X0
138X0
94001
94001
94001
14730
14730
90001
13510
90004
12710
12710
90001
1-12
R_ARKS
no predict, elev. too low.
FROM: GOCC,GSFC
'liD: J. Rosenberg, F. Lercn, J. Berbert, WOLF/FINEGAR,APL/FRAZER
_U_J: STATIONOPTICALREPORTSIIMMARY
The following is a summary of station reports from MVE conducted on
5 December, 1905.
i. Scheduled Times (Z)
05/,_L25 uS/U345 05/0812
05/0131 05/u359 05/1126
05/0140 05/Ubu_ 05/1936
05/0144 05/0806 05/2202
0 5/2207
STATION SKED ACTUAL RESULTS R_MARKS
I IBERMXL IMAPU
I
I
I
I
I
i
i
I
t
1
I
I
IFTMYR
IMOJAV
INEWFL
IGFORK
1BPO IN
IJOBUR
IOOMER
IQUITO
IROSMA
ISNTAG
IGSFCP
IEDINB
IDENVR
IPURIO
ICOLBA
ABERDN
05/0359
05/0131
05/0140
05/014a
05/0345
05/0359
O5/08O6
05/0359
05/0604
05/0806
05/0812
05/0359
05/0604
05/1936
05/1126
05/0140
05/0144
05/0345
05/0604
05/0125
05/0131
05/0359
05/0604
05/0345
05/0604
05/0604
05/0806
05/0144
05/0359
05/0359
05/0604
05/08[2
05/0359
05/0604
05/0359
05/0131
05/0140
05/01_
05/0345
05/0359
05/0806
05/0359
05/0604
05/0806
05/0812
05/0359
05/0604
05/1936
05/1126
05/0140
05/0144
05/0345
05/0309
05/0604
05/0125
05/0131
05/0359
05/0604
05/0345
05/0604
0510604
05/0806
05/Ol_a
05/0359
05/0359
05/0604
05/0812
05/0359
0510604
90001
94001
94001
94001
94001
90001
11910
90001
11020
11020
11020
11220
11020
14920
13930
94001
94001
94001
12910
12210
11230
11810
94001
94001
90001
90001
90001
90001
11730
14920
12320
13720
14520
94001
128X0
1-13
none
Bone
none
none
none
none
none
(Overcast)
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
poor quality due to
failure of shutter
timer. Shutter stayed
open after drive stoppe,i
none
none
non e
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
I
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I
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I
STATI ON
GRNVLE
DAU P}LN
HOMEST
HUNTER
SDeCES
UEAFAC
1CURAC
IJUPTR
1V ILDO
IMAVIO
IAUSBAK
IORGAN
IOLFAN
ISPA IN
1TOKYO
1NATOL
10UIPA
1SHRAZ
SKED
05/0359
05/0604
05/0359
O5/O6O4
05/0359
05/0359
05/0604
05/0359
O51O6O4
05/0504
05/0806
05/0140
05/0144
05/0345
05/01a4
05/0345
05/0359
05/0604
05/0125
05/0131
05/0957
05/1126
05/0604
05/0806
05/1936
05/2202
05/1554
05/1752
05/0131
05/01_0
05/0144
05/1752
ACTUAL
05/0359
O5/O604
05/0359
O5/O6O4
05/0359
05/0359
05/0604
05/0359
05/0604
05/0604
05/0806
05/0140
05/0144
05/0345
05/0144
05/0345
05/0359
05/0604
05/0125
05/0131
05/0957
05/1126
05/0604
05/0806
05/1936
05/2202
05/1406
05/1554
05/1752
05/0131
05/0140
05/014_
05/1752
RESULT_
128X0
128X0
IISX0
II8X0
9400]
128X0
128X0
II8X0
II8X0 "
94001
94001
12720
13720
90001
90001
90004
90001
90001
90001
90001
90004
14710
90004
90004
iiii0
90004
90003
90001
90001
90004
90001
REMARKS
n one
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
llone
none
none
non e
none
none
Elevation too low. No predict
none
none
none
none
Unclassified Troubles.
none
Elev. Too low. No predict
Sky too bright.
none
Une lass ified trouble s.
Report not received
none
none
none
none
Elev. too low. No predict.
none
i
I
I
1-14
FROM :
TO:
SUBJ :
GOCC, GSFC
J. ROSENBERG, F. LERCH, J. BERBERT, WOLF/FINEGAR, APL/FRAZER
STATION OPTICAL REPGRT SUMMARY
The following is a summary of station reports from MVE conducted on
6 December, 1965.
l.Seheduled times (Z)
06/0013 06/0402 06/1221
06/0132 06/0555 06/1410
06/0147 06/0609 06/1601
06/0202 06/0818 06/1625
06/0350 06/1022 06/1803
06/0353 06/1132 06/1936
06/1942
06/2005
06/2158
06/2212
STATION SKED ACTUAL RESULTS REMARKS
I INEWFL 06/0202 06/0202 90001IBERMD 06/0202 06/0202 12820
06/0402 06/0402 90001
IGSFCP 06/0402 06/0402 13920
IMOJAV 06/0555 06/0555
IGFORK 06/0402 06/0402
06/0609 06/0609
06/0818 06/0818
06/1022 06/1022
IFTMYR 06/0350 06/0350
06/0353 06/0353
06/0402 06/0402
IBPOIN 06/0402 06/0402
06/0609 06/0609
ILIMAP 06/0132 06/0132
06/0147 06/01a7
IROSMA 06/0353 06/0353
06/0609 06/0609
IDENVR 06/0609 06/0609
IJOBUR 06/1936 06/1936
06/1942 06/1942
IQUITO 06/0147 06/0147
06/0353 06/0353
IOOMER 06/1132 06/1132
ABE RDN 06/0P_02 06/0_02
06/0609 06/0609
GRNVLE 06/0353 06/0353
|
06/0609 06/0609
1-15
14920
14930
11920
90001
90001
13920
13920
12920
11020
91003
9400_
94001
14920
12920
11920
90001
90001
90001
94001
94001
94001
11920
94001
94001
128X0
128X0
128X0
none
none
pass plate poor quality overexpo._;,:'.
due to close proximaty of moon.
none
non e
none
none
none
n one
none
none
none
none
camera and shack limits prevented
pointing of camera.
none
none
none
STATION SKED ACTUAL RESULTS REMARKS
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
1QUITO
IOOM"_
ABERDN
GRNVLE
DAUPHN
HOMEST
HUNTER
SEMMES
USAFAC
SWANI S
IJUP24
IJUP40
IJUPCI
IJUBC4
IPURIO
IOOMER
ISATAG
IEDINB
CURAC
IJUPTR
1VILDO
iMAVIO
iAUSBAK
IORGAN
06/0147
06/0350
06/0353
06/1132
06/0402
0610609
0610353
06/0402
06/0609
06/0353
06, O_v2
0610353
06 t0402
06/0402
06/0353
06/0402
06/0609
06/0353
06/0353
06/0402
06/0353
06/0402
06/0353
06/0402
06/0353
06/0402
06/0147
O6/O4O2
06/1132
06/0132
06/0132
06/0350
06/0353
06/0402
06/0555
06/0147
06/0350
06/0353
06/0402
06/01_7
06/0350
06/0353
06/0402
06/0609
06/0132
06/0749
06/1132
06/0350
06/0353
06/0402
06/0555
06/0609
06/0147
0610350
0610353
0611132
0610402
06/0609
0610353
06'0402
06/0609
06/0353
vutv4v2
06/0353
06/0402
o61o4o2
06/0353
06/0402
06/0609
06/0353
06/0353
06/0402
06/0353
06/0402
06/0353
06/0402
06/0353
06/0402
06101_7
06/0402
06/1132
06/0132
06/0132
06/0350
06/0353
06/0402
06/0550
06/0147
06/0350
06/0353
06/0402
06/0147
06/0350
06/0353
06/0402
06/0609
06/0132
06/0749
06/1132
06/0350
06/0353
06/0402
06/0555
06/0609
1-16
94001
94001
94001
11920
94001
94001
128X0
128X0
128X0
128X0
128X0
94001
94001
94001
II8X0
II8X0
94001
94001
13920
129 20
13920
129 20
13920
12920
13920
12920
11320
11920
11230
11210
13220
12920
12920
11920
12920
90001
90001
90001
90001
14130
90004
90004
14130
14130
90004
13720
12710
90004
90004
90004
13720
90004
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
corrected copy
Elevation too low. No
Sky too bright.
Unclassified troubles
Sky too bright
Sky too bright
Sky too bright
Elev. Too low. No predict
pred let.
l
I
I
l
l
I
I
I
I
l
I
l
i
l
t
STATION
IOLFAN
ISPAIN
[TOKYO
_NATOL
iQUiPA
ISHRAZ
SKED
06/1936
06/1942
06/2158
06/1410
06/1601
06/1803
06/0132
06/0147
06/1803
06/2005
ACTUAL
06/1936
06/1942
06/2158
06/1410
06/1601
06/1803
06/0132
06/0147
06/1803
06/2005
RESULTS
90001
90001
90001
90003
90004
90004
90001
90004
12710
12710
REMARK
Shot not found
shot not found
Elev. too low. No predict
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FROM:
TO:
SUBJ:
OOCC, GSFC
DIS TRI BUTION
INTERNATIONAL STATION OPTICAL REP[RT S_Y
The folbwing is a summary of station reports from MVE
conducted on 23 November, 30 November thru 6 December, 1965.
I. Scheduled Times (Z)
30 NOV. I DEC. 2DEC.
0056 0152 0155
2345 0;40;4
3 DEC. 4 DEC. 5 DEC. 6 DEC.
0159 0_13 2202 0013
2156 2207 2212
STATION SKED
MEUDON
I_%L%rRN
ZINI_D
BERLIN
ROYOBS
DELFTH
BO CHUM
MUNCHN
BAMBRG
TUORLA
MALVRN
ZIMWLD
MEUDON
BERLIN
ACTUAL RESULTS REMARKS
23/2345 11810
30/2345 30/2345 00001
30/0556 30/0556 11-720
30/2345 30/2345 90004
30/0156
30/2345 30/2345 90004
30/0556 30/0556 90001
30/2345 30/2345 90002
Plate 23.45 was taken with
a new 200/600 camera.
Predicts not received.
No predicts available.
Solid overcast snow. No
camera available.
Flashes observed visually at
a station 13 miles south which
was clear of cloud.
Camera in use :on higher priorit
One flash possibly observed
visually.
30/2345 30/2345 90004 No Predicts.
NOTE: No observations 29 Nov. to 5 Dec. 1965, Cloudy.
30/2345 30/2345 9000_ No predicts
30/2345 30/2345 90001
NOTE: Clouds, no photographs 29,30 No. thru 6 Dec., 1965.
01/0152 01/0152 11710
01/0152 01/0152 90004
01/0152 01/0152 11820
01/0152 01/0152 90004
ROYOBS 01/0152 01/0152 90001
DELFTH 01/0152 01/0152 90004
MUNCILN 01/0152 01/0152 900014
_MBRG
_UTEP
01/0152 01/0152 90001
02/0155 02/0155 11820
02/0404 02/0404 11820
Predicts not received
Solid overcast, snow. No
Camera available.
Flashes observed visually
13 miles south which was clear
of clouds.
No predicts
No predicts. NOTE:
Readiness predicts received
0700Z 651201.
1-18
I,
II
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STATIONS
MALVRN
ZIMWLD
BERLI N
ROYOBS
MEUDDN
DELFI-_
MUNC_N
BAMBRG
ME ON30N
MALVRN
BERLIN
DELFt{
MEUDON
HAUTEP
ROYOBS
MUNCHN
BAMBRG
BERLI N
MEUDO
IlAUTEP
MALVRN
ROYOBS
MUNCHN
BAMBRG
BERLI N
MEUDON
MALVRN
RO h_ BS
MUNCIiN
BAMBRG
BERLIN
HAUTEP
SKED
02/0155
02/0404
02/0155
02/0404
02/0155
02/0404
02/0155
02/0404
02/0155
02/0404
02/0154
02/0155
02/0404
02/0155
02/0404
03/0159
03/0159
03/0159
03/0159
03/2156
03/2156
03/0159
03/0159
03/2156
03/0159
03/2156
03/0156
04/0413
04/0413
04/0413
04/0413
04/0413
04/0413
04/0413
05/2202
05/2207
05/2202
05/2207
05/2207
05/2202
05/2207
05/2202
05/2207
05/2202
05/2207
05/2202
05/2207
ACTUAL
02/0155
02/O4O4
02/0155
02/O4O4
02/0155
o2/o4o4
02/0155
02/0404
0210155
02/040_
o2/oi54
02/0155
02/0404
02/0155
o2/o4o4
03/0159
03/0159
o3/o159
03/0159
03/2156
03/2156
03/0159
03/0159
03/2156
03/0159
03/2156
03/2156
04/0413
o4/o413
04/0413
o4/0413
04/0413
04/2154
04/0413
04/0413
05/2202
05/2207
05/2202
05/2207
05/2207
05/2202
05/2207
05/2202
05/2207
05/2202
05/2207
05/2202
05/2207
1-19
RESULTS
90001
90001
90001
90001
9O004
90004
90001
90001
13810
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
93004
90001
90001
13820
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001
12820
12720
11880
90001
90001
90001
90001
90002
90002
90001
90001
90001
90004
14930
90001
90001
90001
90001
12810
90002
REMARKS
i i/
Solid overcast snow.
Camera available.
Cloud
Cloud
No
No camera available. No
flashes seen with theodolit
Wild T4 and Kern DKM-3A.
80-90_ overcast. No camera
available yet.
Overcast. No camera available yet
Reloading time
Clouded, moonlight.
No Camera available yet.
II
I
II
II
i
I
II
i
II
i
i
I
II
I
STATION
MEUDON
MALVRN
ROYOBS
MUNCILN
BAMBRG
BERLIN
EEL_!EP
SKED
m
06/0013
06/2212
06/0013
06/2212
06/0013
06/0013
06/2212
06/0013
06/2212
06/0013
06/2212
06/0013
06/2212
ACTUAL
06/0013
06/2212
06/0013
06/2212
06/0013
06/0013
06/2212
06/0013
06/2212
06/0013
06/2212
O6/0013
06/2212
1-20
RESULTS R_ARKS
90002
90001
13430 Trace of cloud at time of
90001 exposure.
90001 Cloud
90001
90001
90001
90001
90001 No camera available yet.
9100it No camera available yet.
90001
13810
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I
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APP_DIX J
GEOS A INJECTION TEST
1.0 G__
This procedure outlines the general test program for
checking out the capability of using the ROSMAN I station
as a backup injection station for the GEOS A spacecraft.
The test will be conducted in two phases. Phase one will
be conducted radiating to the GEOS A prototype spacecraft
at ROSMAN. Phase two will be conducted with the live GEOS A
spacecraft while in its calibration period. Commanding in
each phase will be attempted from the ROSMAN site and from
the GSFC 0A0 Control Center with co_im_ds ...... _^_ _
the ROSMAN command transmitter facility.
Since the programming effort and ground equipment
essentially have been debu_e_ it is assumed for the purposes
of this test that the ground station system is operational.
The main purpose of this test will be to test out the ground
facility and spacecraft as a system.
2.0 PHASE ONE
This test will be conducted approximately two weeks
after the GEOS A launch, its starting and completion times
being dependent upon when the prototype spacecraft can be
made available at the ROSMAN station. Once the prototype
is on station, NETCON will establish times when the tests
can be run on a noninterfering basis with station operations.
Since the prototype will be worked on an RF loop, NETCON
will also have to advise on nonconflicting times with
operational satellites in view of the station.
2.1 ROSMAN MEMORY INJECTION TEST (PROTOTYPE S/C)
The GEOS A prototype spacecraft must be first set up
to operate on an RF loop with the station and the spacecraft
timing must then be synchronized with WWV.
The GEOS FSK command modulator must be installed and
previously checked out. Transmission to the prototype S/C
will be through the 148.98-mc command transmitter. The PCM
5.4-kc discriminator must be set up to produce a 3-volt P-P
signal for ± 7.5% deviation of 5.4 kc. The discriminator out-
put (dc offset) must be set so that the zero volt level is one
quarter the zero swing to provide zero crossing for every zero
bit. The ROSMAN memory injection facilities will be configured
as shown in Figure #I.
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Once facilities are established, proceed with the test
as follows:
a. Perform pretest checkout of the operational equipment
for the co_mand injection test.
b. Prior to attempting memory injection manually command
telemetry on and ensure a good RF command and telemetry link
is in effect.
c. Feed the test memory injection tape into the AD/ECS
computer tape reader, loading the computer.
d. Type out a true copy version of the GEOS injection
tape.
e. Initiate transmission of a memory load command at the
proper time and monitor and provide synchronization for the
resulting memory readout.
f. Initiate transmission of the injection message at the
properly synchronized time.
g. Compare the post-load memory received from the real time
telemetry with the expected message•
h. Repeat items e, f, and g if necessary.
2.2 GSFC 0A0 CONTROL CENTER MEMORY INJECTION TEST (PROTOTYPE S/C)
While the prototype spacecraft is still available at ROSMAN,
a second memory injection test shall be conducted from the GSFC
0AO Control Center. This test will be essentially the same as
that for ROSMAN except the command will be done at GSFC with the
FSK command tones transmitted to ROSMAN over the 15-kc north to
south command link between GSFC and ROSMAN. The command tones
wil_ be patched to the ROSMAN I_8.98-mc command transmitter and
transmitted to the prototype S/C on the RF loop.
The PCM telemetry data (PCM/FM) will be transmitted from
the ROSMAN TLM system via the south to north 15-kc command link
to the GSFC 0A0 Control Center to the 5.4-kc discriminator•
Memory injection will be accomplished as for ROSMAN. See
Figure #2 for equipment configuration.
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3.0 PHASE TWO (LIVE SPACECRAFT INJECTION TEST)
This phase of the test will be conducted after the S/C
has been well established in orbit and all subsystems are
performing in a nominal mar_er. This test will exericse
essentially all facilities involved in generating the flashing
light sequence. Memory injections will be affected from both
ROSMAN and the GSFC OAO Control Center as directed below.
3. i GENERAL
3.1.1 NETCON shall be advised of the planned test so that
the test operation can be scheduled. Once the schedule of
operation is confirmed the DSD will initiate a test flash schedule.
3.1.2 The DSD will generate an "APL Light Flash Request" paper
tape to exercise all functions of the S/C memory subsystem.
A limited number of flashing light sequences shall be included,
including flashes over the APL Howard County Station, the GSFC
Optical Station and the ROSMAN MOTS Station. The DSD will
generate an "Operational Prediction" for the ROSMAN MOTS and
GSFC Optical stations so that the injected flashing light schedules
for these stations can be observed. APL will generate their own
prediction as is normal for their operations from the flash
injection tape.
3.1.3 The GOCC will transmit the "APL Light Flash Request"
by TTY to the APL/SCC for their preparation of a daily injection
tape. The injection tape will be hand carried back to the GSFC
ready for transmission to ROSMAN or for loading into the system
in the 0A0 Control Center. The GOCC will ensure that predictions
are transmitted to the two supporting GSFC stations for observation
of the injected flashing light sequences. The GOCC will also
coordinate with NETCON in scheduling the test times with the
ROSMAN station.
3.2 ROSMAN MEMORY INJECTION TEST (LIVE S/C)
Once NETCON has scheduled the ROSMAN station for the test
operation and the DSD and APL have generated the Light Flash
Injection tape, the test can commence.
The injection tape will be transmitted to ROSMAN over the
NASCOM Digitonics H.S. Paper Tape Transmission System between the
GSFC and ROSMAN. This system provides error detection and re-
transmission of detected error groups. Upon receipt of the
J-5
!injection tap_ proceed as in paragraph 2.1 except in this
case the station will be radiating to the orbiting GEOS A
spacecraft and will have to operate according to station
acquisition times and predictions.
3.3 GSFC 0A0 CONTROL CENTER MEMORY INJECTION TEST (LIVE S/C)
m_o +_+ _,,_11 _ __11_ the s_me as for ROSM$_
except all ground station equipment, with the exception of
the RF facilities, are located at GSFC.
Using the same injection tape as used for the ROSMAN llve
S/C test, follow essentially the same procedure as for the OAO
Control Center test with the prototype. The FSK command tones
will be transmitted to ROSMAN over the 15-kc command link to
the ROSMAN command transmitter for transmission to spacecraft.
Spacecraft TLM data will be transmitted to the GSFC OAO Control
Center as in the prototype test in Paragraph 2.2.
|
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